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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

MarAd, over the past several years, sponsored a series of stu-
dies on the level of technology. In fiscal year 1980, MarAd
and Avondale cooperated on a “Technical Evaluation of Avon-
dale’s Production Operations and Organization, the Development
of a Long Range Facilities Plan, and the Integration of Both,”
under Contract No. MA-8O-DOC-O1O17. The technical evaluation
of Avondale’s Production Operations and Organization was per-
formed by Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (IHI) . In this
study, Avondale concluded that they could significantly improve
their productivity by using the IHI technology. But, there are
so many areas that could be affected - many of which are out-
side the shipyard control - that Avondale could not implement
all of the recommended changes at one time.

In order to improve productivity the most with the least amount
of disruption, Avondale proposed to implement four of the IHI
systems recommended in the Technical Evaluation. They are:

- Accuracy Control

- Production Planning

- Design Engineering for Zone Outfitting with Procurement
Specifications.

This effort was to be a demonstration intended not only for the
benefit of Avondale, but of all U.S. shipyards. Avondale was
required to work closely with MarAd and the U.S. shipbuilding
community to insure adequate dissemination of all information.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives were to
date and ship delivery
cost .

The following specific
Evaluation:

decrease the time between the contract
and to increase productivity and reduce

objectives arose out of the Technology



- implement the IHI system of accuracy control at Avondale;

- implement the IHI system of production planning at Avondale;

- implement the IHI system of computer application at Avondale;

- implement the IHI system of design engineering with procure-
ment specifications at Avondale. *

Each of the four systems were broad and extensive. In order to
implement the systems, the following action was taken:

A) We selected the specific elements within each of the four
systems which realize the most significant improvement in
productivity with the least amount of disruption during the
integration period. 1

B) We determined to what extent the selected elements must be
tailored for adoption for Avondale and for use as an Ameri-
canized version of Japanese technology.

c> We determined what elements of the four systems are meas-
urable and that a comparison can be made between the method
previously being used and the method finally adopted.

We will tell you the organization adjustment problems encoun-
tered and how they were overcome.

The subject of this seminar is Design Engineering for Zone Out-
fitting. An agenda of the seminar is included in the hand-
book. For future planning purposes, all the seminars we plan
to hold are scheduled as follows:

- Production Planning & Scheduling - May 18-19, 1982
(Complete)

- Design egineering for Zone
Outfitting

- Production Control Lofting,

July 21-22, 1982

Accuracy Control & Line Heating - November 3-4, 1982

Each seminar is organized to cover in-depth the primary sub-
ject. Additionally, we will present the influence or interface
and effects of Design tigineering for Outfitting to the other
departments or subject areas.

This may not be the best approach; however, we feel it is suit-
able to demonstrate that implementing this technology requires
that all departments of a company must work as a team and
re-align their thinking in order to succeed.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
ENGINEERING INTRODUCTION

I am pleased to say that Avondale Engineering has successfully met
the challenges posed by zone outfitting technology. We hope today
to give you some idea of the scope of the challenge presented to
Avondale Engineering by zone outfitting and the changes that 
resulted from our efforts to implement this new technology.

I will provide a bit of a background as to some of the basic
concepts of zone outfitting technology. My presentation will be 
followed by that of our Assistant Chief Engineer, Alan Nierenberg,
who will speak on Pre-Contract Effort and Key Plans. Then, each of
our section leaders or their representative will speak about the
particular experiences encountered in the implementation of zone
outfitting for their section.

The apparent benefits of zone outfitting as practiced by Japanese
shipbuilders, and IHI in particular, are shorter production times
and less cost. In fact, the productivity improvements over the U.S.
yards are so great that the first impulse is to produce a carbon
copy of their system. Their system in its entirety, however,
includes facets over which a single U.S. shipbuilder, or even a
group of shipbuilders, has little or no control. Such facets even
reach into the sociological and cultural make-up of Japanese versus
American society - for example, the relationship of employee and
employer which produces very little mobility of employees. We found
that the average length of service of an IHI Shipyard Engineering
employee was about 18 years, whereas at Avondale it is about 8
years. An employee in Japan is considered unreliable if he changes
employers, except in rare instances. Another aspect of the Japanese
system that cannot be readily reproduced in this country is their
extensive use of industry standards Avondale’s approach, then, was
to study the underlying concepts of the IHI zone outfitting
technology and to select those concepts that could be applied or
could be modified and applied to our particular environment at
Avondale.

Up until a few years ago, Engineering at Avondale followed what I
will call the “Conventional System Approach.” All drawings were
developed to describe a single system or entity such as: the Main
Deck, Transverse Bulkheads, Bilge and Ballast System, the Fire Main
System, etc. A drawing seldomed mixed components within a craft and
rarely mixed crafts on the same drawing. This systems approach was
adequate for the production philosophy where, basically, the ship
was built in sections and these sections were assembled into a





will see that “times” also mean “places” or “locations, ” and
“conditions” also mean construction status, worker environment, and
the end use of the component. This challenge demands very close
planning and coordination among the Engineering disciplines and
between Engineering and Production. All must clearly understand
exactly what is going to be accomplished and how and by whom it will
be carried out.

Zone outfitting actually could be applied even if the engineering
drawings were prepared using the conventional system approach. This
approach would require a set of completed system drawings prior to
the start of construction and a staff of production Ehgineers to
sort out what should be installed at the different stages of
construction. This would not be very cost effective, since the
systems would probably not have been detailed to suit this approach,
plus a lot of time would be involved keeping track of each
component. To gain the maximum advantage, the construction drawings
must be subdivided and developed in accordance with the Production
Plan for fabricating and outfitting each unit.

Each drawing must contain only that information necessary to do the
desired job at the planned time. The designer must also consider
the physical progress of the surrounding area at the time of
installation. Previous dimensioning techniques of distance above
baseline and distance off centerline cannot be used in installing a
component, say a pipe run, in a unit that does not contain the
centerline or baseline. Dimensioning, therefore, must refer to a
fixed point in the unit being worked. It is very important that the
drawings reflect the agreed upon construction sequence, since they
also control the flow of material. Portions of piping systems,
manholes, ladders, reach rods, wireway hangers, etc. may require
installation as a particular unit is being constructed, maybe before
the unit is complete or before it is painted. The drawing reflects
this by specifying when the material or component is installed.
This specification is called a pallet code. Each piece of material
is pallet coded. The Material Control Section of Production uses
the pallet code information to assemble all material to be installed
at a particular time and routes it to the exact location for
installation. The importance of the pallet code cannot be
over emphasized, since it controls the flow of material. In zone
outfitting, the flow of material basically controls the cost of the
job. GRAPH IN-1 is an example of the Pallet Code System used at
Avondale.

The pallet code is basically an eight-character designation. The
first two characters represent a craft labor cost code. The middle
three characters specify the unit number for material to be
installed on unit, or the zone for material to be installed on
board. The sixth and seventh characters are the pallet serial
number. The last character in the code indicates the stage of
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construction at which time the material will be installed. To
assist Production in the control of material, each drawing on the
page has a tabulation of the pallet codes contained on the drawing.
GRAPH IN-2 is an example of this tabulation.

L :
,

.. Some reassignment of work in the Engineering Sections was necessary
to better equip the Avondale Engineering Department to accomplish _
zone outfitting; however, there was no major reorganization. The
most, significant organizational change was to establish the Package
Unit Group in the Mechanical Eslgineering  Section. This group
develops complete machinery package units for the machinery space.
They detail the equipment foundations, gratings. and handrails, as
well as the piping, instrumentation, etc. More will be said about
this later in the day. IHI consultlants  had recommended to Avondale
management an engineering organization similar to theirs. GRAPH
IN-3 shows the basic engineeing organization utilized by IHI. It
consists of four Engineering Groups: Deck, Machinery,
Accommodation, and Electric. Such a change was not considered
necessary at Avondale, in addition to not being best suited for our
present distribution of talents. Functionally, however, our current
organization embodies some of these concepts. Examples are as
follows:

: (
.
i

‘ z
s:
>-

3

i

c.:--

- The newly established Package Unit Group handles all aspects of
the Package Unit design.

- Our Outfitting Section essentially controls the arrangement and
routing of all systems in the accommodation areas.

- The Mechanical Section controls the routing of all systems in
the machinery space.

- The Hull Section still handles the steel superstructure and
machinery space structure, except for the Package Unit
foundations and support structure which is handled by the

‘!
Package Unit Group.

- The output of the Hull Section is the Yard Plans which are used
by the Mold Loft to produce the working drawings. .

These procedures are very similar to the IHI concept.

Regardless of the organization or how it is constructed, the most
necessary ingredient is effective communication. Good communication
'is important, not only among Engineering personnel but also between
the Engineering and Production orgznizations. With the proper level
"of discussions involving the working oups of mgineering  and
Production, the methods and details o!? the construction can be
discussed ahead of time and reflected in the construction drawings.
The personnel supervising the preparation of the drawings must be
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aware of how the work will be accomplished. They can then insure
that the engineering drawing is of the greatest assistance to
Production.

Zone outfitting technology has not only required a change in the
manner in which information is presented to Production, it has also
changed the amount of information supplied. Engineering is much
more deeply involved in the methods and sequence of construction,
since this rationale must be reflected in the drawings. The control
of material must also be reflected in the drawings. In addition,
certain work previously left for field accomplishment is now
reflected on the drawings. An example is the detailing of small
pipe 3/4” to 2“, which was previously field run.

The preparing of drawings on a unit basis has greatly increased the
number of drawings. The total amount of information supplied is
greater because of the added scope, but by no means is it in the
same ratio as the increased number of drawings. Each drawing covers
a smaller portion of the ship, as compared to the conventional
method. There are only a few very long “H” size drawings. Most of
the drawings are of the booklet type. If we were to count the
number of drawings in the plan schedules for two similar ships at
Avondale, the zone outfitted ship would have about twice as many
drawings. The major reason for this is in the method of presenting
the piping work. There are about three times as many piping plans
for the zone-outfitted ship. This is because a piping arrangement
drawing which may apply to two units is accompanied by two pipe
detail drawings and two lists of materials, one each for each unit.
Previously, the arrangement drawing would have included more units
and would be accomplished by only one pipe detail booklet and one
list of material. This is necessary, since the pipe is fabricated
by unit, then stored by pallet code to await installation. The list
of material must be by unit to suit the pipe fabrication sequence.

Under the conventional system approach, a particular drawing had a
Production required date based on when Production intended to start
work on that system. Production work on the entire system may have
spanned a considerable length of timne. Under zone outfitting, the
same amount of production work will be portrayed on many drawings.
Each drawing, however, has a much more critical issue date since
work on that portion of the system is closely knit into the
pre-outfitting plan. This means that Engineering must very
effectively plan the start, the progress, and the issue of all
drawings and the support activities necessary to provide the
information needed for developing these drawings. The Engineering
Planning and Scheduling Section has been expanded to effectively
handle this task, and a detailed description of its operation is
scheduled for later today.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
PRE-CONTRACT EFFORT AND KEY PLANS

I. PRE-CONTRACT EFFORT

The concept of a pre-contract effort in unit and zone outfit-
ting methods of shipbuilding is perhaps the ultimate recogni-
tion of the many differences between Japanese and U.S. ship-
building philosophies and working environments and an attempt
to overcome these differences to provide the necessary informa-
tion to implement this technology.

The majority of commercial ship contracts in Japan rely heavily
upon previous ship designs, industry standardization and grad-
ual implementation of new technology, thereby resulting in a
well defined ship design at time of contract. In contrast to
this, the U.S. shipbuilding market offers only a limited number
of new construction opportunitites for widely varying types of
vessels, each of which generally incorporate quantum jumps in
technology over previous designs, making the effective use of
previous design details limited at best. The method of ship
contracting in the U.S., the issue of design responsibility
between shipowner and shipbuilder, and the role of independent
naval architecture firms all contribute to uncertainty in many
key aspects of a ship design during the proposal and contract
negotiation stage.

These uncertainties in a basic vessel design generally have two
(2) pronounced implications to the shipyard. The first issue
is a scaricity of complete and workable details of the ship
design which makes the preparation of accurate cost estimates
risky. The second major issue, although not totally indepen-
dent of the first, is the lack of sufficient technical informa-
tion at the time of contract to enable rapid engineering devel-
opment to proceed as necessary to accomplish the goals of unit
and zone outfitting.

At this time, is is extremely important to recognize the over-
all scheduling concept associated with unit and zone outfitting
to understand the combined impact on the engineering scheduling
effort. Firstly, it is expected that the total construction
period from keel laying to delivery for a unit outfitted ship,
as compared to a conventionally constructed vessel of compar-
able configuration, will be significantly reduced enabling the
shipyard to offer a quicker delivery with the vessel cost less
subject to added escalation. This savings in time is generally
applied to the total contract time with theoretically no impact



on the engineering lead time. However, the system of unit
outfitting and other production techniques also dictate that a
far greater stage of overall work completion be achieved at
time of keel laying, necessitating the start of pre-fabrication
several months further in advance of the keel laying date than
in conventional construction methods, resulting in a shortened
engineering lead time. The unit outfitting methodology also
requires that a far greater level of engineering be complete at
the start of pre-fabrication such that all possible work is
accomplished on-unit.

We have adopted the phrase, “engineering essentially complete”
to illustrate our overall scheduling goal at time of pre-
fabrication. Typically, we have seen the percentage of total
engineering manhours spent at time of pre-fabrication increase
from approximately 50% in a conventional construction system to
approaching 75% in a fully unit outfitted concept.

Additionally, in order to support unit outfitting requirements,
the quantity of engineering information required has grown
substantially, adding to the burden of time. The added levels
of engineering for each discipline will be covered throughout
this Presentation.

The net effect of the overall vessel scheduling is a far
greater level of engineering effort to be accomplished in
shorter period of time. This fact is clearly illustrated
Graphs No. PC-1 and No. PC-2.

a far
on

In order to provide the needed engineering response in light of
a doubled level of intensity, it is imperative that a pre-
contract level of effort be expended to properly position the
engineering disciplines for this tremendous post contract
effort. The exact objectives of the pre-contract effort will
obviously vary from program to program and will be decided by
management in consideration of the business environment at that
time.

A prime consideration in the planning of the engineering effort
must always take into account that with a level of effort twice
that of a conventional contract, every after contract uncer-
tainty, design change, etc. has twice the impact due to the
rapid pace at which the engineering and installation details
are being developed. It must be remembered that the pre-
contract effort is virtually always funded at the shipbuilder’s
expense and, therefore, the effort must be well managed and be
as productive as possible.

Simply stated, the objectives of the pre-contract effort are to
ensure design parameters, contract requirements, construction
methods, scheduling and long lead time material needs are all
well defined at time of contract such that the intense
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engineering effort can begin. As will be discussed later, the
engineering effort immediately after contract is considered the
“key plan” stage, at which time all facets of the engineering
design are to be finalized to enable umimpeded development
during the yard plan stage. (See Graph No. PC-3.)

The overall effectiveness of the pre-contract period is largely
controlled by the method of ship contracting and the committ-
ment of the vessel’s owner in participating in this endeavor
with the shipyard. In competitive bidding situations, whether
for private or government contracts, relatively little dialogue
will be possible with the owner, and the shipyard’s effort must
be adjusted accordingly. On the other hand, negotiated con-
tracts with owners who have in-house technical staffs can
result in pre-contract efforts that resolve numerous design
details and pave the way for effective design development after
contract.

In some respects the listing of pre-contract objectives may
seem routine, but the demands of the unit outfitting system
require extremely close cooperation among all facets of ship-
yard operations and the early involvement of Production Plan-
ning in the design effort. As a few examples of the interela-
tionship which exists, consider that in the unit outfitting
system a drawing listing cannot even be compiled by Engineering
until such time as the hull unit construction arrangement is
defined, or the fact that the material need date for
piece of equipment can vary as follows, depending on
tion method:

the same
construc-

CONSTRUCTION METHOD MATERIAL NEED (MONTHS )

On Board
On Unit 17
Package Unit 12

In summary, the unit outfitting methods offer a powerful tool
for ship construction, but simultaneously place a substantially
increased burden on the engineering and planning activities.
In order to meet the schedules imposed, it is imperative that a
clear and concise understanding of the task at hand be under-
stood at time of contract, including the sizeable expenditure
of company resources in anticipation of a contract to accomp-
lish the necessary state of preparedness.
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II. KEY PLANS

The concept of Key Plans is really not a new
builders, as the designation of the vessels’
drawings has been referred to as Key Plan by

idea to U.S. ship-
principal design
the U.S. Maritime

Administration for many years. However, in-unit and zone out-
fitting methodology, the scheduling of key plans becomes of
critical importance as these drawings are intended to depict
all aspects of the vessel design which are necessary for detail
drawing development during the yard plan stage.

For a typical commercial ship construction program with a
twenty-eight (28) month construction period as shown on Graph
No. PC-1, the engineering lead time period is twelve (12)
months prior to Pre-fabrication. This twelve (12) month period
would generally be divided into a five (5) month key plan stage
and a seven (7) month yard plan stage. There are obviously
overlaps in that time frame with many of the key plans sche-
duled for completion within the first month or so after the
contract, and the five (5) month period representing the com-
pletion of all the so designated key plans.

The determination of which drawings are to be identified key
plans is done during the initial preparation of a drawing list
and is the basis for the first drawing scheduling effort for
any engineering section. In general, any drawing which depicts
design details of the vessel in way of arrangements or system
configuration or is necessary for the procurement of long lead
time material will be designated as a key plan. Each Engine-
ering Section will discuss additional aspects of these drawings
during their presentation, and the following Graphs No. KP-1
through No. KP-8 illustrate the designation of key plans on a
recent product carrier program.

There is one very important concept of key plans that everyone
should be aware of with the necessary steps taken to avoid that
pitfall, that being too rigid an interpretation of drawing com-
pletion during the key plan period. If drawings are configured
in a more or less conventional fashion, many key plans will
require information which is not available as yet due to fur-
ther vendor information or additional development work
required. This must not be allowed to hold up the distribution
of the design information aspects contained on the key plans,
as this information has been integrated into detailed schedules
and is needed by other sections to start their effort. This
potential problem can be overcome by the use of separate design
sketches which later form the basis of a yard plan, or the
creation of additional drawings whose scope is limited to the
design details.
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A good example of this is the area of compartment and arrange-
ment drawings, where on commercial contracts ASI does not pro-
duce a final compartment and access drawing, but rather a com-
plete general arrangement drawing. To satisfy the needs of the
key plan period, sketches called “compartment and access stu-
dies,” with information limited to that needed by others at
that time, were created. These same drawings would be ulti-
mately expanded to become the general arrangement drawings to
be prepared during the yard plan period. In other areas, such
as piping diagrams where virtually all the data is needed early
by other segments of the shipyard, the drawing is completed to
the maximum extent feasible with outstanding vendor data or
other information, which is not truly-needed by others at that
time, held in reservation. The important concept is that there
must be excellent communication during this design period with
no one waiting to issue a final perfect plan at the detriment
of withholding valuable data others require.

-5-
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
HULL TECHNICAL AND DESIGN SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

The following is an account of the impact that the introduction
of zone outfitting has had on the Avondale Hull Technical and
Design Section, which will be referred to here as the Design
Section. It should be noted that this report will address zone
outfitting technology versus the “conventional” technology of
shipbuilding. The term “conventional shipbuilding” is simply
the system that Avondale used prior to the introduction of the
IHI system.

The Design Section is composed of naval architects, civil
engineers, computer programmers, weight programmers and
drafting support personnel. The responsibility delegated to
the Design Section under the conventional shipbuilding system
is the design and preparation of midship sections and
associated scantling plans, fairing of lines, naval
architectural calculations and drawings, weight estimates and
support functions for other sections on an “as-needed” basis.
These responsibilities are common throughout the shipbuilding
industry and generally must be the very first task
accomplished. Although early completion of all engineering
functions is desirable under any system of shipbuilding, one of
the main features of zone outfitting technology is to have all
major engineering efforts completed by a pre-determined
accelerated date which corresponds to the start of prefab by
Production.

The main impact of zone outfitting technology on the Design
Section has been to add several new responsibilities. Some of
these functions are completely new to the shipbuilding scheme,
while some are functions that were the responsibility of other
departments under the conventional system. These new
responsibilities are, as will be seen later, such that they
must be finished very early so that the accelerated completion
date can be met by all Engineering Departments. These new
responsibilities are:

- Development of Structural Key Plans
- Creation and Maintenance of the Data Base
- Review of Unit Drawings
- Production/Engineering Liaison



A) DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURAL KEY PLANS

Structural key plans are very detailed scantling plans that
show all aspects of the vessel’s structure. The vessel is
divided into three main divisions with each division having
its own key plan. The first area is the forward structure
from the stem to the collision bulkhead; the second is the
cargo hold structure between the collision bulkhead and
forward machinery bulkhead; and the third is the after body
structure, including the machinery space and after peak
structures. All frames, bulkheads, decks, flats, stringers,
stiffeners, shell plates and major penetrations, along with
most major equipment foundations, are included on each
respective key plan.

The primary purpose of the key plans is to provide a
document depicting all details related to the vessel’s major
structural components for use by all departments, both
Engineering and Production, in their own respective
functions or tasks related to the shipbuilding effort. For
example, the Hull Drafting Section uses the data shown to
develop the yard plans or unit drawings. The Piping Section
uses the plans to locate major interferences of their piping
runs. Production Planning uses the plans to aid in the unit
breakdown development. Since the key plan is a tool for
other departments, the drawings must obviously be completed
very early to allow the accelerated Engineering completion
dates to be met. This obviously requires all support tasks
necessary for the development of the key plans to likewise
be completed earlier.

The scantling plans and midship section should be finished
with regulatory body approval prior to the start of the key
plans. Finite element studies must be finished in support
of the scantling and midship drawings. The vessel’s lines
should be completely faired and loaded to the data base.
Basic damage stability calculations depicting intended
vessel compartmentation, as well as longitudinal strength
studies, should be concluded pre, or at least during, key
plan stage.

B) CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE DATA BASE

This function is one of the duties that was the
responsibility of other departments under the conventional
system. The data base is a storehouse of information that
will, through the use of designated computer programs,
define all structures within the vessel inclusive of the
vessel’s shell contours. The data base is developed or
created in a systematic manner starting with the definition
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of the vessel’s final faired lines. Then surfaces such as
decks and bulkheads are added, along with shell
longitudinal, traces and shell seams. This data base is
updated and maintained through the span of the contract to
reflect any and all developments that occur as production
proceeds.

The data contained within the data base is used to develop
computer prepared drawings. Any frame bulkhead or deck
contour can be retrieved and drawn depicting the associated
stiffeners. Once the drawings have been developed and the
data base data verified, the data is used to control the N/C
burning machines in the Plate Shop, the generation of
templates, bending of frames, etc.

REVIEW OF UNIT DRAWINGS

Once the key plans are issued, the Hull Section will use
them to develop the yard structural plans or “yard plans”
that are sub-divided into each particular hull
construction/erection unit. These unit drawings are
complete with the smallest detail shown and defined to allow
the preparation of the unit parts list, “UPL’S,” from which
the Mold Loft prepares the unit construction manuals,
“UCM’s.” The UCM’S are the documents from which the steel
is nested, marked, punched and burned within the
construction sequence. Therefore, in order to assure the
accuracy of the data released to Production, the Design
Section will review the unit drawings to verify that all
details are in accordance with the intended design and
latest developments.

PRODUCTION/ENGINEERING LIAISON

Since the Design Section is responsible for the development
of the key plans, questions and problems that arise during
development of yard plans and N/C burning, input is
channeled through the Design Section for resolution.
Although this is not a new function of the Design Section,
the amount of day-to-day involvement has intensified due to
the increased detail of the actual design work now
undertaken. Also, since the data base maintenance requires
daily involvement, the flow of input to and from the Design
Section has increased drastically.
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II. GENERAL

Unquestionably, the most single dramatic impact
technology has had on the Design Section is the
of developing the structural key plans. As the

zone outfitting
responsibility
key plan is a

new development to the shipbuilding scheme, a brief description
of the drawing, as well as the method used to create this
drawing, is in order.

Once the ship’s lines are faired, the data defining the molded
contour of these lines are loaded to the data base. This data
base is unique for each class of vessel or, if warranted, can
be unique to each vessel within the class. The vessel’s major
structure such as decks and bulkheads are then added as shown
on the vessel’s scantling plans and arrangement drawing by
defining the intersection of these structures with the shell
contours. Once these structures are loaded, smaller structures
such as shell, deck and bulkhead stiffeners are added. The
data defining these structures includes the trace along the
particular surface, the actual scantlings of the stiffeners and
the associated cut-outs through other structures. This process
is continued until the entire ship has been defined. (See
Graphs No. DS-1 through DS-4.)

As the data for a particular section of the vessel is
completed, the actual key plan drawing is started. Data is
retrieved from the data base and passed to a graphic computer
terminal. Here the data is verified and details are added,
such as labels, small brackets, etc. This is done until all
structure is shown in sectional, plan and elevation views. AS
the views are completed, a hard copy of the data stored in the
graphic terminal’s storage area is produced to become the key
plan. The drawing is presented in a booklet format to allow
the data to be shown on an adequate scale, while at the same
time allowing the drawing to be a manageable size. Each sheet
is set to be “D” size (22 inches x 34 inches) with plan and
elevation views drawn at a 1/8” to the foot scale and section
views drawn to a 1/4” to the foot scale. These scales and
drawing sizes have proven satisfactory to allow the key plans
to be reproduced full size if needed or at a reduced size that
will conform to a 11” x 17” format.

Avondale uses a combination of the “SPADES” computer system
with a “CADAM” graphic package to create the key plans. The
two systems are currently interfaced on a one-way street, i.e.
SPADES to CADAM. However, to allow direct access from the
graphic package of CADAM back to the vessel’s data base, an
interface will be developed either within SPADES or by a
stand-alone program that will permit any developments created
on the graphic terminal to be stored back to the data base.
This will allow the data base to be automatically updated as
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the key plans are being created, thereby eliminating the
additional step of revising the data base by hand so as to
reflect these developments.

The key plans are issued to regulatory bodies, owners and all
departments within Avondale as each is completed. Regulatory
bodies, namely, the American Bureau of Shipping, will take
review action on the key plans; however, the traditional
scantling plans and midship sections are still required for
approvals. The current practice at ASI is to start and issue
the cargo block key plan first, the machinery space/after body
drawing, and then the forward structure drawing. Zone
outfitting as practiced by the Japanese is based on issuing the
machinery space first, since most of the varied craft work
required by the yard is in this area. This increase in craft
work requires more lead time by the yard and, therefore,
according to Japanese shipbuilders, Production should receive
the drawings in this area as soon as possible. However, a
basic difference between the U.S. and Japanese systems of
shipbuilding exists that will not allow this to occur. The
shipbuilding industry in the United States has not been able to
standardize the components of the vessels not only between
owners, but between vessel types. Since the components are not
standard, additional time is required in Engineering to develop
and procure these components. This additional time required
would cause the “key plan completion” date to fall behind,
thereby causing a snowball effect on the remainder of the
Engineering effort.

Zone outfitting technology as applied to shipbuilding at ASI
has caused several additional problems. Compounding the
problems normally associated with starting a new system was the
fact that ASI had ongoing work from existing contracts that was
being done under the conventional system and schedules. Since
the zone outfitting requires most work to be performed early
within the contract period, some identical work on the existing
contracts was being done or scheduled to be done in the same
time frame of that required under the first IHI system
contract. Obviously each department was affected by this fact
to varying degrees, depending upon their own status of existing
work. Since input from other sections is required for the key
plan development, changes and revisions to the key plans were
constantly required as a result of this bottle-neck situation.

Some problems associated with zone outfitting are inherent to
the shipbuilding philosophy existing in the United States.
Zone outfittng, as practiced by Japanese shipbuilders, does not
take into account the numerous change orders that are
associated with contracts in the U.S. The effect of these
changes are such that production schedules are forced to slip
if the changes are accepted. While some provision must be
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adopted to accommodate changes, additional provisions must be
incorporated into the initial schedule or changes cannot be
performed until after delivery if the schedules are to be met.

Another drawback to zone outfitting techniques for design
engineering is that on some construction projects, such as
single vessels or simple vessels such as barges, the increased
time required for creating the key plans may not be justified.
Therefore, the yard is faced with maintaining the dual system
to some extent or being more restrictive to the type of vessels
which can be taken under contract.

Zone outfitting employed at Avondale will lead to reduced time
and cost required to design and build a vessel. The normal
problems that are associated with any new system have largely
been worked out in the first contract on which AS I employed
zone outfitting tehcniques. There still remain some problems
that must be considered and resolved, but both ASI management
and personnel believe that the new system’s basic features of
requiring schedules with earlier completion dates and the tools
to allow these dates to be met will achieve the intended goal
of reducing cost and manhours.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
HULL SECTION ( YARD PLANS)

I. INTRODUCTION

The group that we will be reviewing is known at Avondale Ship-
yards as the Hull Section. It is a group within the Engine-
ering Establishment

II. TASK DESCRIPTION

A) GENERAL

Essentially, the Hull Section is an Engineering design
development group.

The primary responsibilities of the Hull Section are to
develop hull structural basic design concepts through the
medium of drafting and to define, for requisition purposes,
all associated hull materials for a given program.

The secondary responsibility of the Hull Section is to
assist other Engineering disciplines and production, as
necessary, in order to provide the required hull information.

The engineering drawings
known as the “yard plans."

produced by the Hull Section are
The yard plan is composed of two

(2) parts, the graphic portion and a structural material
list known as the Unit Parts List. Both will be discussed
in more detail later.

Sub Groups - In order to meet the above stated basic depart-
mental responsibilities the Hull Section is organized into
sub-groups, each assigned specific tasks, or work assign-
ments, along with their attending responsibilities. By
referring to the Hull Section Organizational Chart (Graph
No. VA-5), we can identify four (4) separate sub-groups,
namely, the Specialty Item Sub-Group, the Steel Take-Off
Sub-Group, the Penetration Control Sub-Group, and finally
the Vendor Review Sub-Group. Their assigned tasks and func-
tions will be described below.



B) MATERIAL ORDERING

1) Structural Steel - Take-off Sub-Group

The Steel Take-Off Sub-Group is responsible for pre-
paring bills of material and summary sheets for for-
warding to the Engineering Department’s Material Requi-
sitioning Section. After initial take-off and summary
sheets are forwarded to the Material Requisitioning
Section, the group must continue to update and revise
the initial sheets as the yard plans are revised.

2) Vendor Produced Items - Vendor Review Sub-Group

This group is responsible for the following objectives:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

Review vendor drawings on equipment
responsibility.

Review vendor drawings on equipment
Section provides foundations.

of Hull Section

for which Hull

Maintain file for and track all vendor drawings
associated with functions (a) and (b) above.

Write technical memos delineating necessary informa-
tion so that Material Requisitioning Section can
request material not ordered from ASI shop drawings.

Provide technical review service to Purchasing
Department for vendor submitted quotes on Hull
Section responsible material.

Monitor material schedules for Hull Section.

Provide assistance to Production Department on Hull
Section responsible vendor equipment problems prior
to vessel delivery.

Provide service to Guarantee Section for delivered
vessels regarding vendor related equipment problems.

Correspond with vendors as required.

Maintain contact with Production Material Receiving
Department to ensure timely arrival of purchased
materials. Graph No. VA-13 depicts the V/R flow
diagram.
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3) Miscellaneous Material

Miscellaneous material appears on yard plans of some
selected units, as well as on system drawings developed
by the Speciality Item Group.

C) SPECIALITY ITEM SUB-GROUP

This group is responsible for the drafting of shop drawings
and conceptual design development of the rudder support
system, anchor handling system, mooring system, and all
castings associated with the above mentioned mechanically
oriented systems.

Material is ordered directly from these plans. The drawings
are forwarded to the Material Requisitioning Section for
processing prior to sending the material requisitions to the
Purchasing Department.

Graphs VA-4A, VA-4B1, and VA-4B2 illustrate the material
list from a selected yard plan and a system drawing.

D) PENETRATION CONTROL SUB-GROUP 

This group is responsible for controlling the penetrations
made in the ship’s structure with the primary goal being the
preservation of structural integrity.

1) The following functions are performed by the various
Engineering Sections, in conjunction with the Penetra-
tion Control Sub-Group, to accomplish the penetration
control objectives:

a) Hole lists for all size holes are prepared by all
Engineering Sections labeled as Rev. O and submitted
to Hull Section for review/approval by certain dates
established for a given program.

b) Revised hole lists reflecting agreed upon locations
with the Hull Section are completed by the scheduled
dates. All changes made from the initial submittal
to the Hull Section are noted as a revision.

c) Holes to be N/C burned are forwarded to the Mold
Loft, utilizing a sketch by the Hull Section by the
scheduled dates.
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2)

d) Any required modifications to hole lists are
forwarded to the Hull Section at once with special
emphasis and final review of all penetration data
prior to the “drop dead” dates.

e) After the Mold Loft has released a unit for fabrica-
tion, they advise the Hull Section which penetrations
have, in fact, been N/C programmed.

f) The Hull Engineering Section marks a copy of the
Particular Section’s hole list to reflect three (3)
categories of penetrations, NC = numerical control,
FC = fabrication cut, EC = erection cut, and returns
the hole list to the cognizant Section.

g) Each Engineering Section keeps the hole list current
and advises the Hull Section immediately of any
revisions. The hole lists are issued by each section
to Production in accordance with the established
schedule, predicated on all penetrations having
received Hull Section approval.

h) Hull Engineering provides Production with a marked
unit drawing showing the location of each hole as a
supplement to the hole lists.

i) The Production Department has a specialized Hole
Cutting Crew to cut the holes for all crafts in an
effort to achieve proficiency in penetration cutting
and locations. Hull Engineering works closely with
this group to ensure the program’s success.

Graph No. VA-7 shows a sample sheet from a typical hole
list.

As mentioned in Item (c) above, the Hull Section pro-
vides the Mold Loft with sketches for holes that are
candidates for numerical control burning. There are
three (3) methods that are used to develop sketches.

a) Sketches that are drawn using the CADAM computerized
drafting system - Graph No. VA-2A shows an example.

b) Sketches that are drawn using the SPADES /CADAM link -
Graph No. VA-2C shows an example.

c) Sketches that are achieved by marking a print from
the yard plan when a given unit has not been loaded
on the SPADES data base - Graph No. VA-2B shows an
example.



III. INFLUENCE OF ZONE OUTFITTING ON TASKS PERFORMED

A) DRAWING DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY - GENERAL

1) Structural Drawings

a)

b)

In the past, hull structural drawings were developed
utilizing a system-by-system approach. The drawings
were developed with the decks as a system, the shell
as a system, the web frames as a system, and so on.
We can think of these various structural components
as systems of the hull envelope.

The system-by-system approach presented the entire
shell, deck or longitudinal bulkheads to the Loft,
from which the various units had to be extracted.
The system-by-system drawigs did indicate the unit
breaks or erection joints, but the individual unit’s
demarcation lines and extent were not so easily dis-
cernible graphically. Additionally, the system-by-
system approach required the user to possess other
system plans in order to know all of the components
of a particular unit. Many reference plans were
necessary.

Typically, the system-type plans were developed as
rolled drawings of 10 to 20 feet in length. This was
troublesome to the user in the field. The cumbersome
size proved to be susceptible to wind action,
becoming easily torn, water soaked, etc.

The greatest influence that zone outfitting techn-
ology had on the functions of the Hull Section was in
the development of the hull structural plans.

Zone outfitting technology introduced four (4) major
concepts for producing structural drawings:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The structure was to be developed and presented
unit by unit.

The individual units would be developed from a
Key Plan rather than from a rough scantling
plan. The Key Plan conceptually is a more com-
plete scantling plan delineating secondary struc-
ture to a more detailed level.

The structural drawings would have their respec-
tive unit’s components identified by a
designation system that was keyed to the intended
construction sequence or stages for that particu-
lar unit.



2)

(4) Each unit drawing would be accompanied by a com-
plete accounting list of material for that unit,
known as a Unit Parts List.

Graph No. VA-1 is a flow diagram developed from IHI
reports and discussion sessions that sets forth the
method that the Hull group at IHI uses to develop
their yard plans. ASI essentially has adopted this
procedure with some revisions to accommodate indivi-
dual capabilities and facilities. Graph No. VA-14 is
a flow diagram of the yard plan.

System Drawings

ASI still maintains the obviously required system
drawings, such as the rudder support system, mooring
system; and anchor handling system. Zone outfitting
technology has not had a profound effect on the develop-
ment of these system drawings. Their development
methodology has essentially remained unchanged.

B) DRAWING DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY - DETAIL 

1) Structural Drawings - yard Plan

a) Standards

The adoption of zone outfitting technology has led to
the creation of a large number of standardized struc-
tural details, such as the one depicted by Graph No.

vA-6 .

The adoption of standardized structural details has
led to uniformity in configuration and application.
Repetitious detail requirements are simply referred
to the standards. Details that may be repetitious
for a given contract, but not necessarily an ASI
Standard Detail, are drawn once, reproduced, and
placed on the various unit drawings requiring them.
(See Item No. 3-9 on Graph No. VA-1 .)

Some standardized notations, where certain letters of
the alphabet singularly or in combinations are
assigned certain meanings, are used in the yard
plans. These standardized notations are directly
tied to ASI’S Standard Structural Details. Graph No.
vA-8 is a listing of some standardized notations.
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b)

c)

Symbolic Logic

The next area where the adoption of zone outfitting
technology has had an influence is in the use of sym-
bolic logic. Prior to zone outfitting, ASI structu-
ral plans utilized symbolic logic to some degree.
NOW, the use of symbolic logic has increased signifi-
cantly. Symbolic logic is now used to denote mold
line side, dimensioned side of member, stock alloca-
tions, etc. In the future, additional symbolism will
be utilized in an effort to further standardize
repetitious meaning or intent, and thus reduce
wording or graphic presentations on the plans. The
attending cost saving is an obvious initiating factor.

Graph No. VA-9 is a sample of symbolic logic pre-
sently used.

Unit Parts List

The next area where the adoption of zone outfitting
has a significant influence lies in the decision to
create a document known as the Unit Parts List, or
UPL. Essentially, the UPL is a document that
accounts for all the pieces in a unit. In addition
to accounting for every piece, the pieces are pre-
sented to the user in the order of ascending stages
of construction, grouped into the various partial
sub-units, sub-units, and pieces required for both
the assembly and erection stages of construction.
The UPL is an accounting system that presents its
information in the same order as the document pro-
duced by the Production Planning Department, the
“Unit Breakdown Summary Sheet.” Graph No. VA-10
depicts a typical unit breakdown summary sheet.

It is from the “Unit Breakdown Summary Sheet” that
the UPL is constructed. There are additional items
of information that are contained in the UPL. These
additional items of information are notations to the
Loft as to what pieces require “lofted” dimensions,
what pieces require stock, what pieces require
special attention in the lofting and manufacturing
stages, etc. The UPL will be used at the various
work stations.

It is envisioned that the UPL will be a baseline doc-
ument that can be used by other groups or departments
in Production for such functions as material
accounting, sorting, routing, storage, etc.
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Graphs VA- 3A and VA- 3B depict a sheet from the UPL
for a partial sub-unit and a combined partial
sub-unit for Unit 73 on the Exxon program.

d) Seachests

e)

Until the adoption of zone outfitting, the seachests
were classed as a system and detailed on one drawing,
totally divorced from the structural drawings. Now,
the various seachests are detailed with their respec-
tive units in the yard plans. This concept has the
advantage of 1) placing all structural elements of
the unit together, and 2) eliminating the need to
look for a reference document.

Penetrations

Penetrations in structural components, due to piping,
ventilation, mechanical and electrical routings are
presented in the yard plans when those penetrations
fall into either one of two categories: penetrations
requiring structural reinforcement, and those that
can be cut by numerical burning.

Until the advent of zone outfitting, only the pene-
trations that required structural reinforcement were
shown. Zone outfitting technology has provided for
earlier identification of system routings, with the
attending benefit of being able to include those
penetrations into the yard plans.

f) Process Lanes Integration

As mentioned earlier, under the discussion of the
Unit Parts Lists, the concept of process lanes has
been incorporated into the yard plan. The notations
for the various structural components, designating
them as sub-units, partial sub-units, combined
partial sub-units, or just individual pieces to be
left loose until assembly or erection, are a function
of the area or location of their manufacture.

This designated manufacturing location is one of the
basic concepts of the process lane principle. The
yard plan notations are gotten from the Unit Break-
down Summary Sheet prepared by the Production Plan-
ning Department. By knowing the meaning of the
process lane coding notations, one can determine the
location of manufacture of a particular structural
component. Graphs No. vA-3A and No. VA-3B show some
of these notations.
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g) Foundation Supporting Structure

Pieces of structure required to support local founda-
tions are included in the yard plans for a particular
unit requiring them. These pieces of structure range
in size from simple headers to full depth, built-up
girders. The piece marking of these structural com-
ponents is treated the same as for ordinary struc-
tural components. Individual piece marking is numer-
ical, sequential, per unit. Letters are not used.

2) System Drawings

a) Above Deck Foundations

Foundations that are above deck are detailed on the
applicable system drawing, such as the mooring system
or anchor handling system. These foundations can be
manufactured at a separate selected site and be kept
from the various unit manufacturing work centers.
These foundations can be placed on the unit during
the assembly stage. When this is the case, these
structural members are pallet-coded to be brought to
the assembly area for installation. They are piece-
marked sequentially, numerically, per system drawing.

b) Foundation Supporting Structure

As mentioned previously (under Article (B) (1)(g)),
the underdeck supporting structure for system founda-
tions are detailed on the yard plans. They are only
referenced on the system drawing.

C) DRAWING FORMAT

1) Structural Drawings - Units - Yard Plans

a) The format used previous to the introduction of zone
outfitting technology was the conventional rolled
type drawing. These drawings ranged in length from
ten (10) to twenty (20) feet, depending on subject
matter. In some cases, more than one rolled drawing
was required to present all the necessary details to
manufacture a structural system, such as web frames.

b) With the introduction of zone outfitting, the basic
format of the structural plans was changed to the
booklet type. only one unit is detailed in any given
booklet. The booklet’s presentation is so arranged
that the various structural components of the unit
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are presented in their main order of component
assembly. The first component of a unit to be
assembled is placed first in the booklet. Graphs
VA-15 through VA-19 depict a typical yard plan
booklet.

2) System Drawings

The format for the various system drawings developed by
the Hull Section is as follows:

a) Rudder Support: Arrangement - Rolled
Details - Booklet

b) Rudder: (classed as unit) Booklet

c) Mooring System: Arrangement - Rolled
Details - Booklet

d) Anchor Handling: Rolled

3) Miscellaneous Drawings

The format for the various miscellaneous drawings
developed by the Hull Section is as follows:

a) Mold Line Plan: Booklet
b) Docking Plan: Rolled
c) NDT: Booklet
d) Rudder Horn: Rolled
e) Stern Frame: Rolled
f) Hawse & Chain Pipe: Rolled

It should be noted here that all of the above listed
miscellaneous drawings were developed by the Hull
Section previous to the introduction of zone outfitting,
except one - the Mold Line Plan.

The Mold Line Plan is a direct result of an IHI concept
presented to ASI, whereby the mold lines of all of the
primary structural components of the hull and super-
structure are set forth in one document. The establish-
ment of the mold lines is one of the first activities
performed by the Hull Section after “Go” date. This
information is forwarded to all Engineering Sections,
particularly the Composite Groups and the Mold Loft.
This vital information preceeds the issuance of the yard
plans. Previously, this information was disseminated in
sketch form rather informally. Now, it is a formally
organized document. Graph No. VA-12 is a sample sheet
from a Mold Line Plan.
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Finally, with regard to drawing format, it must be said
that some subject matter, such as the Docking Plan, does
not lend itself easily to booklet type presentation.
Where this situation exists, the subject matter should
be presented in a rolled drawing format.

D) MATERIAL ORDERING

1) Structural Steel

a) Steel Bills of Material

The one major effect that zone outfitting technology
had on the ordering of structural steel was to change
the material grouping on the steel bills from a
system-by-system concept to a unit-by-unit grouping.
Each unit has its own applicable steel bills. Graph
No. VA-11 is a sample sheet of a steel take-off sheet
on the Exxon program.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
MECHANICAL DESIGN SECTION

I. INTRODUCTION

The Mechanical Engineering activities at AS I are divided into
two (2) principal groupings, one being the Mechanical Design
Group which is responsible for the preparation of piping dia-
grams and procurement of most mechanical equipment, and the
other being the Mechanical Machinery Group which prepares
detailed fabrication drawings for machinery such as shafting
systems, independent tanks, reach rods, and exhaust piping
systems.

11. MECHANICAL DESIGN GROUP

From a viewpoint of unit and zone outfitting methods, the
Mechanical Design Group has been relatively unaffected due to
the requirements of our revised shipbuilding technology. Those
items which have been incorporated in this area are a more
condensed schedule which designates virtually every diagram and
material list as a key plan and, therefore, requires their com-
pletion prior to the end of the key plan stage and our format
of presentation for all diagrams which employs the vessel
arrangement as the background and locates the diagrammatic as
close to intended routing as possible.

It is virtually a necessity in the preparation of unit-type
piping arrangement drawings to get this added guidance from the
system designer on the diagram. It has been additionally dis-
cussed that the piping diagrams should denote unit boundaries
and clearly indicate within which unit equipment or valves
should be located. This added scope of refinement has been
rejected to date, and I would expect will continue to be absent
on diagrammatic for two principle reasons. Firstly, this
added locating information, done during the initial design
stage, would be too restrictive to the piping designer and
would create additional effort to keep the diagram up to date
with the actual arrangement. Secondly, as I alluded to during
my comments on key plans this morning, this added work, which
is really foreign to a mechanical system design engineer, would
slow the process of issuing the diagrams which are essential at
that point in time for piping arrangement and and material pro-
curement activities.



Although not totally germaine to our implementation of unit and
zone outfittinG concePts, we have over the Past several years
significantly increased the listing of information and data on
our piping system diagrams and find that the high level of com-
pleteness of these design documents is essential to effective
development by the piping designers.

III. MECHANICAL MACHINERY GROUP

The Mechanical Machinery Group bears several identities in the
implementation of unit and zone outfitting conepts. In their
role of a design section for such tasks as piping stress analy-
sis and shafting arrangement caclulations, they function much
the same as the Mechanical Design Group. In the role of devel-
oping working drawings for major pieces of machining which ASI
fabricates in specialized and dedicated locations, the format
and presentation of their yard plans are much the same as in
the past, except that the final fabricated assembly receives an
identifying pallet code. Examples of these items are: propul-
sion shafting, propellers, line shaft bearings, and other major
equipment which individually appear as events on production
planning schedules. In the Machinery Machinery Group’s role of
developing yard plans for exhaust piping systems, tank level
indicating systems, independent tanks, reach rods, cargo pump
foundations and guides, etc., they have incorporated all
aspects of the unit and zone outfitting concepts. As the bulk
of these drawing requirements are a combination of piping and
outfitting crafts, these techniques will be more adequately
explained in the following presentation. The underlying con-
cept during the detailing of the yard plans is to locate as
much equipment on unit as possible, and items with which this
is now being accomplished include the following:

reach rod bearing brackets;

shaft handling lifting eyes;

shaft brake foundation;

tank level indicator stools and mounting pads;

- deepwell cargo pump guide vanes;

- bow thruster shaft bearing stools;

exhaust piping for main engine, diesel generator engines,
boiler , incinerator.
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DESIGN

I. INTRODUCTION

ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
PIPING AND HVAC SECTION

The advent of zone outfitting technology has had many far-
-reaching effects on the operations of the Piping and HVAC
Section. This is due to the fact that perhaps no other
Engineering Section was as "systems oriented" as was Piping and
HVAC prior to zone outfitting. As is obvious to you by now,
zone outfitting abolishes for most applications the systems
orientation of traditional shipbuilding techniques and replaces
it with a zone or unit oriented approach.

Drawing preparation has been complicated in that there are more
drawings to be produced and they are more complex than were
systems drawings. Gone are the days when designers could
specialize in a handful of systems that they could work from
job to job. Now a designer must be knowledgeable about many
systems, because all piping systems within a given unit must be
worked as the particular unit drawing is being prepared.

Gone also are the days when designers had only to know the
basics about production techniques that were to be used. Now a
designer must become intimately familiar with the particular
method of fabrication to be used on each unit he is to work.
The document used to instruct lhgineering as to Production’s
fabrication methods is the "Unit Breakdown Summary Sheet and
Construction Procedure." This document provides Engineering
with step-by-step details about each unit’s construction
sequence. This, then, allows Engineering to properly code each
piece of equipment - pipe, fittings, etc. - so that it arrives
at the correct job site when required by Production.

The need for Engineering familiarity with Production techniques
has led to a much closer bond between the two departments.
Meetings are held on a regular basis, during which ideas can be
exchanged and drawings can be reviewed well in advance of plan-
ned construction starts. It is estimated that many Production
manhours will be saved as a result of these meetings.

The impact of revision activity has been greatly increased due
to the increased number of drawings. A change in a pipe size
on a particular diagram could have an effect on numerous unit
drawings and their P/D’s, L/M’s, and H/L’s; whereas, in the
past, only the system drawing affected by the diagram would
have been altered. Therefore, it is critical that design
changes be kept to an absolute minimum.



II.

My discussion this afternoon will focus on the preparation of
piping drawings to accommodate zone outfitting. Much of what
is said of these drawings is applicable also to HVAC and
Mechanical Machinery drawing preparation, as previously alluded
to. Piping development effort is subdivided into the following
areas for a typical tanker:

- Machinery Composite

- Machinery Space, Tank Heating Coils and Innerbottom

- Outside Machinery Space and Main Deck Racks

- Machinery Package Units

- Quarters

We will look at the first four areas with the knowledge that
the same techniques apply to quarters piping development. we
will also look at the way in which the preparation of Piping
Details (P/D’s) and Lists of Material (L/M’s) have been
affected by zone outfitting technology.

MACHINERY COMPOSITE

For over twenty years, Avondale’s Machinery Composite Group has
provided the primary design for machinery space and main deck
arrangements. These composites are not merely interference
checks, but are used to provide the arrangement groups with
completely routed sy”stems for working drawing development.

Basically, the procedure for machinery composite development
has remained the same with zone outfitting. The composites are
done at 1/2” to 1“ scale, depending on area, and are divided
into the required plan and section views to clearly represent
the area depicted. The composites show all systems within ‘the
machinery space including piping, HVAC and wireways, as well as
outfitting items such as ladders, gratings, and so on. GRAPHS
PH-lA through PH-lC are various views of a machinery space com-
posite now being developed. The major difference between com-
posites now and before zone outfitting is the manner of presen-
tation to the arrangement group. Before, an entire system was
routed on composite and then forwarded to the arrangement group
for development into working drawings. Now , the composite
group routes all the systems within a particular unit and then
forwards that unit to the arrangement group.

Since machinery spaces are developed from the lower levels on
up, the obvious problem with zone outfitting is to be certain
that all systems in a given unit have been routed piror to
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issue to the arrangement group. Avondale’s answer to this
problem is what we call the Advanced Design Composite Study or
ADCS. The ADCS is a 1/2" scale, single line routing of all
systems in the machinery space, main deck, or other congested
area of the vessel. It should take approximately six weeks for
the "preliminary" ADCS to be developed for a vessel like the
Exxon multi-product carriers Avondale is currently building,
and approximately three months for the final ADCS to be devel-
oped. This, of course, assumes that vendor information and
contract drawings are ready at the start of ADCS development.
It also assumes that top notch designers are available to han-
dle the assignment. GRAPHS PH-lD and PH-1E are two views of
the ADCS which was done on the above-mentioned Exxon carriers.

Another difference between the traditional and the new compo-
sites is that now the unit breaks are clearly shown on the
composites. This is to ensure that machinery is not located on
the break lines and to ensure that allowance is made for
flanging make-up pipe pieces to bridge unit breaks after
erection.

III. MACHINERY SPACE, TANK HEATING COILS AND INNERBOTTOM

It is a long standing procedure at Avondale to prepare arrange-
ment drawings from reduced photographic copies of machinery
composites. This procedure is being maintained for the drawing
being prepared for zone outfitting. The task is, however, more
difficult than in the past. With systems drawings, the systems
not being developed could be subdued and the subject system
highlighted. However, with zone outfitting, all the systems in
a given unit must be highlighted. In especially congested
areas, such as the machinery space lower level, this task is
almost impossible to accomplish. What must be done in these
situations is to present a number of views of the same area
with each view depicting a certain number of systems for
clarity.

GRAPH PH-2 provides some notion of the difficulty of depicting
all the necessary data such as penetration codes, piping detail
numbers, dimensions, and so on. This is not, of course, a
problem unique to Avondale, but it is compounded by having to
depict all systems within a given area. GRAPHS PH-3 and PH-4
are two section views of the machinery space area. Note how
the various systems involved are called out on each drawing and
how the lines of demarcation for each unit are shown. Note on
GRAPH NO. PH-4 how the machinery package units for the Inert
Gas Scrubber Pump, the E.R. Bilge and Ballast Pump, and the
Main and Harbor S.W. Pump are shown in dotted line. These and
other package units are detailed on individual package unit
drawings as will be discussed a bit later.



GrAPH PH-5 is another view of the machinery space area. Note
here that certain piping details are called out as adjusting
pieces.

gRAPH PH-6 is a tank heating coil assembly. The Piping Section
is called on to design not only the heating coil itself but
also the structure used to support it. This blending of
Engineering disciplines is really a hallmark of the zone out-
fitting philosophy which emphasizes concentrating as much
design effort in a given group or section as is technically
possible. GRAPH PH-7 is the detail of the pipe rack structure.

IV. OUTS IDE MACHINERY SPACE AND MAIN DECK RACKS

The outside machinery space drawings are prepared similarly to
the machinery space drawings, with the major difference being
that they are prepared without benefit of design composites.
The arrangement group must examine piping diagrams and develop
the ADCS from which the arrangement drawing is then taken.

The main deck rack drawings for the present Exxon contract are
quite different. Composites similar to those prepared for the
machinery space area were done for the main deck, which was
then divided into three zones with six to eight racks in each
zone. Each rack contains sections of pipe together with the
necessary supporting structure, walkways, and gratings. It is
quite an improvement to assemble the rack completely outfitted
and lift it in one piece aboard ship as opposed to the tradi-
tional procedure of assembling pipe structure on the ship and
then adding the pipe, piece by piece. As with the tank heating
coil drawings discussed a few minutes ago, the Piping Section
is responsible for developing the rack structure, as well as
the pipe routing and detailing. The Outfitting Section pro-
vides the ladder and grating drawings for the racks.

-PHS PH-8, PH-9, PH-10, PH-11, and PH-12 are plan views of
main deck composite sheets. The views are between frames 84
and 81 and are cut at five different levels for clarity.

CRAPH PH-13 is a section view of main deck composite sheets.

GRAPH PH-14 is the title sheet from a main deck rack working
drawing.

GRAPH PH-15 is the rack structure. Note the structural detail
code numbers such as "SD-66S-1. ” These details are depicted in
a separate structural detail booklet. GRAPH PH-16 is the title
sheet for a typical structural detail booklet. GRAPHS PH- 17,
PH-18, and PH-19 are typical structural detail booklet sheets.
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GRAPHS PH-20 and PH-21 are the piping arrangement for the main
deck rack booklet that we are looking at.

On our Exxon contract, we have used model engineering rather
extensively to depict the main deck rack development. GRAPHS
PH-22 through PH-30 are photos of the main deck rack model at
Avondale’s Model Shop. The model is composed of the assembled
racks and can be broken down to duplicate the planned construc-
tion technique. Aside from assisting Avondale Engineering, the
model has already proven to be a real benefit for Production,
owners, and regulatory bodies.

V. MACHINERY PACKAGE UNITS

GRAPH PH-31 is a list of the machinery package units which
Avondale is designing and constructing for the Exxon contract.

Although Avondale has built package units in the past, this
current effort is the most comprehensive to date and certainly-

the most successful. One of the major factors in the success
of the package unit program has been the construction of the
Machinery Package Unit Assembly Shop, a large shop with over-
head cranes, a clean environment in which to work and so on.
The rapport that has been established between the shop foreman
and Engineering personnel is excellent. A good many more
engineering manhours beyond our original projection have been
expended on package unit development; however, initial reports
from the shop indicated that a production manhour savings in
the neighborhood of 15% may be hoped for. Not bad for a first-
effort.

There are two basic types of package units. First, there is
the Custom Built type which is designed to suit certain condi-
tions of the vessel being designed. These package units will
differ from design to design and are usually found in congested
areas such as the lower level of the machinery space. The
Bilge and Ballast Pump Package Unit is a good example of this
type of package unit. The other type of package unit is the
standardized type such as the Fuel Oil Pump Package Unit.
These package units are suitable for reuse on other jobs and
are usually found in less congested areas such as the upper
levels of a machinery space. Of course, the ultimate goal
should always be to design package units such that they are
reusable.

Like the main deck racks, the package unit drawings are self-
contained and are produced completely by the Piping Section.
Even ladders and gratings are done by the Piping Section.
GRAPH PH-32 is the title sheet from the Bilge and Ballast Pump
Package Unit.



GRAPH PH-33 is the Revisions and General Notes Sheet. Note the
complexity and level of detail of the general notes.

GRAPH PH-34 is one of the Parts List sheets. There were four
like this on this particular package. GRAPH PH-35 is a general
arrangement of the subject package. Note the location key
located in the lower left-hand corner. Also, note the gage
board information, lifting information, gratings and ladders.

GU$PHS PH-36 and PH-37 are structural views and details.

GRAPHS PH-38 and PH-39 are piping arrangement views for the
package unit.

GRAPH PH-40 contains information on ladders and gratings.

GRAPH PH-41 contains information on remote operators, gage
boards and control instrumentation.

GRAPH PH-42 provides the information necessary for label plate
installation.

Also, like the main deck racks, the package unit drawings on
the Exxon contract have been prepared with the assistance of
design models. These models have been extremely useful during
the design phase in catching interferences and other problems
that might otherwise have gone unnoticed. Their real value is
being realized now, as Production consults them during actual
package unit construction. The models are in a location close
to the Package Uhit Assembly Shop and are used constantly.

GRAPHS PH-43 and PH-44 are photos from two views of the Fuel
Valve Cooling Water Pumps package unit.

VI. PIPING DETAILS

Each unit, machinery package unit, and main deck rack contains
a piping detail drawing (P/D). The procedure for producing
P/D’s under zone outfitting has not changed a great deal from
the traditional method with which these drawings were pre-
par ed. The major difference really is the addition of the pal-
let code number (see GRAPH PH-4S) and the attention that is
paid to Pipe Shop work station routing and coating procedures.
The routing and coating information is the result of a)
adapting to Avondale’s new semi-automated Pipe Shop to accommo-
date zone outfitting technology, and b) the need for more
accurate computer-aided scheduling required for zone outfit-
ting. A word should be mentioned here about the importance of
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pallet coding. You can think of a pallet as a "bucket" which
contains all items required at a certain location for
Production to do a certain work package. This "bucket" is then
given a name which we call a "pallet code." A required
delivery date of the "filled bucket" at the job site can be
determined by Production Planning, and from this date all other
scheduling required for the items in the "bucket" can be
determined.

GRAPH PH-46 is the cover sheet from a main deck rack drawing
P/D, and GRAPH PH-47 is a typical sheet from that P/D. Note
the pallet code number in the upper right-hand corner.

GRAPH PH-48 is another typical sheet from the same P/D. Again,
note the pallet code number, and also note the coating code
numbers.

GRAPHS PH-49, PH-50, and PH-51 are also from this P/D, but they
differ from the sheets we have just seen in that they contain
Pipe Shop routing information on the same sheet as the P/D
spool, and these sheets have been prepared using CADAM, which
is an automated drafting system being utilized at Avondale.
The Pipe Shop routing is determined by a designer familiar with
pipe fabrication who enters the information into a computer
program called COPICS. Entered into this program is the shop
routing, material listing and pallet codes. COPICS then can
automatically schedule the work in the Pipe Shop in order that
fabricating schedules are met for installation of the piping in
the units and to level load the work in the Pipe Shop at the
various work stations.

VII. LISTS OF MATERIAL

Separate lists of material are prepared for each unit and main
deck rack. The procedure used now for generating the list of
material (L/M) is almost identical to the procedure used prior
to zone outfitting technology, with the exception that an L/M
is prepared for each unit or rack and the L/M must contain the
pallet code for each item.

GRAPH PH-52 is the title sheet for a main deck rack drawing
L/M, and GRAPHS PH-53 and PH-54 are typical sheets from that
L/M. Note the pallet code for each item.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

The Piping and HVAC Sections' entry into the realm of zone
outfitting technology has been a true "trial by fire." .Not
only did we and all of the other Engineering Sections have
more to do than ever before, but we had less time to do it
in. It was extremely difficult for us to estimate in terms of
manhours what we would need in order to accomplish our
assigned tasks. There have been budget overruns; however, we
feel that the savings to be realized on the Production side
will more than compensate for our additional expenditures.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
OUTFITTING SECTION

I. INTRODUCTION

Avondale Engineering’s response to zone outfitting at Avondale
has been geared toward production needs, especially in the
areas of Hull Structure, Piping/Machinery and Material Con-
trol. In order to support this effort and to keep ourselves
current with the changing work procedures, the Outfitting
Engineering Section has attempted to respond to the needs that
we have seen created by the implementation of zone outfitting
technology.

We saw the need to respond in two main areas:

To provide engineering information in an early enough time
frame to support the timely development of work in all other
engineering sections.

To respond to the Production Department needs created by
zone outfitting.

II. OUTFITTING RESPONSE TO ENGINEERING SECTIONS' "NEEDS"
(SHOW GRAPH NO. OF-1)

Because any lack of Outfitting Section responsible information
required by other engineering sections is a potential cause of
schedule slippage, these items must be addressed early on, even
in the pre-contract stage, if possible. In addition, new U.S.
Coast Guard regulations require submittal of drawings such as
hazardous area. definitions, fire control information, and bulk-
head and deck classifications "up front," right at the begin-
ning of the contract.

As a result, this information must be scheduled for development
as early as possible.

To support zone outfitting, the Outfitting Section must have an
early start to provide the following information:

access information

compartmentation defilement

equipment system definition



B)

Originally, this "catalog" existed for only piping mater-
ials, but now AS I is proceeding with the development of such
a catalog for all raw materials and the Outfitting Section
is handlinG the catalog development for all outfitting
materials.w We are alsO adding-the
to our drawings in anticipation of
this computer system.

MATERIAL FABRICATION

Another development which has been

material catalog numbers
the implementation of

incorporated into the
drawings is the isolation of the fabrication information so
that only the information required to fabricate a given
sub-assembly is shown.

Once the raw material is fabricated into finished items,
then the various raw material piece numbers can no longer be
used to track the material; therefore, a new identifier must
be assigned. This new identifier is called a "Sub-Assembly
No. ” For example, VL = Vertical Ladder, IL = Inclined Lad-
der, etc.

After having gone almost completely through the Exxon con-
tract and using the sub-assembly numbers throughout, our
list of sub-assembly numbers is still less than 100. What
this implies is that the fabricated items which the Outfit-
ting Section supplies can be described or identified by less
than 100 components.

Using the sub-assembly numbers as a heading, the Production
Department has the capability of "loading" into the compu-
terized material control system all the raw material
required to fabricate a given sub-assembly. Outfitting has
added this concept of sub-assembly numbers to all drawings
for the Exxon contract in anticipation of the computer
system implementation.

We are now in the process of converting some of the more
commonly used "sub-assembly" components into yard standards
which will eliminate the need to draw the same
sub-assemblies over and over again.

We have broken down the material lists so that the material
for each sub-assembly is separate from the next sub-assembly
to facilitate easy entry into a computer data base.
Painting information is shown for each sub-assembly in the
same area as the details for the fabrication.
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The concept of a "sub-assembly" as a pre-fabricated outfit-
ting component becomes important at this stage.

Previously, we mentioned that the Outfitting Section had
endeavored to isolate fabrication information from instal-
lation information. The reason for this will become obvious
when we consider that if a given sub-assembly comes to the
installation site in a finished or pre-fabricated state,
then the person doing the installation has no need for any
of the fabrication information. He only needs to know where
it goes and how it is installed.

Sometimes if the sub-assembly is a simple one, the two types
of information may be combined, but only when the drawing
does not become too complicated.

Often times the designer may build into the sub-assembly
some feature such as a slip joint to make the job of instal-
lation easier. He may ask for locating "shop marks" as part
of the fabrication process. These special features are then
noted on the installation part of the drawing.

The two-digit sub-assembly numbering system is also a help
to the installers in that over a period of time they will
develop a sort of jargon which will convey much more infor-
mation than previously. For example: "Get me one VL-10 and
a PT-6 right away, tells the man immediately that the sub-
jects of the conversation are a 10'-0"vertical ladder and
type 6 platform. If he had said, "Get me one Detail 6-A and
a Detail 16B-1," there would have been no communication.

The Outfitting Section is developing arrangement drawings
which show the installation of the sub-assemblies using the
sub-assembly numbers only. The location dimensions on these
drawings are to the nearest structure or to a datum line so
as to insure that the installer has a "real" place to meas-
ure from, because often times the unit is not assembled into
the hull form and the conventional datum lines may not be on
the unit at all.

With much more material being added to the units before they
are assembled one to another, the weight of the added out-
fitting material becomes an important factor in unit hand-
ling. The weight is also a good indication of the percent
complete of the ship. For example, if we know that there
are 100 tons of outfitting material assigned to a given unit
or package and only 75 tons have been installed, then we say
that the job is 75% complete.
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2) The affected areas of the ship have been added to the
title block so that anyone reading the title will know
what areas are covered by the drawing.

B) INDEX SHEET (SHOW GRAPH NO. OF-5)

The arrangement of the sheets within the drawing has been
made so that all of the fabrication information for a given
sub-assembly may be removed from the drawing and will stand
alone (inclined ladder, fab details and vertical ladder fab
details ), and all of the information required to install the
sub-assembly can likewise be removed and will stand alone.

Also, note that the fabrication information for one
sub-assembly is separate from the fabrication information
for the next sub-assembly.

The order of presentation is as follows: First comes parts
list (purchasing data), then key plans, fabrication informa-
tion, and finally installation data. This order was chosen
because it closely follows the actual sequence of operations
at ASI.

C) GENERAL NOTES (SHoW GRAPH NO. OF-6)

In addition to the usual General Notes, there has been added
an explanation of the various sub-assembly numbers used in
the drawing to insure that they are understood.

Also added to the General Notes is an explanation of how the
sub-assembly information is shown in the key plans. This
system of conveying information has been developed because
it is a simple way to inform the reader exactly where to go
to find out how to fabricate or how to install the given
sub-assembly.

D) TOTAL PARTS LIST (MATERIAL LIST) (SHOW GRAPH NO. OF-7)

This sheet serves as a purchasing document for the total
amount of raw material required to fabricate everything on
the drawing. The additions made to this sheet are the two
columns marked "unit weight" and "ASI Std. Part No.”"

The unit weight column allows the weight group to calculate
the weight of the added outfitting material for a given unit
for purposes of unit lifting and handling. The ASI Std.
Part No. allows the Material Control Group to enter the raw
material into a computer data base where many different
kinds of operations may be performed on it.



H)

I)

J)

SUB-ASSEMBLY FABRICATION DETAIL SHEETS (SHOW GRAPH NO. OF-11)

The details for the actual fabrication of a sub-assembly are
given in pre-engineered detail sheets which are photographed
and inserted into the drawinG. Note the "A" and "B" dimen-
-sions

It is
for a

which are supplied by the detail tabulation sheets.

these pre-engineered sheets which are prime candidates
program of standardization.

LOCATION TABULATION SHEETS (SHOW GRAPH NO. OF- 12)

Once we begin to talk about location information, then, our
interest swings from fabrication to installation.

It is the location tabulation sheet which provides the
installer with the exact information he needs in order to
install a given sub-assembly. It is here where we find such
items as datum lines for "real" location points and a column
for special installation details which may be required.

It is on this sheet, also, that we find the pallet code or
"address" for each sub-assembly.

Note that because the "address" may be different for each
sub-assembly, though the sub-assembly may be exactly like
others and have the same sub-assembly number, it must be
listed on its own line in the location tabulation sheet.

INSTALLATION DETAIL SHEETS (SHOW GRAPH NO. OF- 13)

These sheets contain details which show special problems
relating to the installation of the sub-assembly or else
show the orientation aboard the ship. They serve as a
visual aid to the installer and as an extension of the
location tabulation sheet.

VI. EFFECT ON TIME FRAME, BUDGET AND PERSONNEL

A) TIME FRAME

The need for more information "up front" has caused the Out-
fitting Section more work at the beginning of the contract,
sometimes even at the pre-contract stage of the job, than
has been done previously. This means that more time and
personnel have to be made available at a time when they may
be needed to finish up on another contract.
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VI 1. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS (SHOW GRAPH NO. OF- 14)

Increased use of computer technology, development of yard stan-
dards, use of pre-engineered detail sheets and/or computer
drafting, and valuable input from Production feedback, as well
as improvements made by our own personnel in the section,
should combine to reduce the increase in manhours considerably
in the future.

We look forward to the start of our next job and the opportun-
ity to show just how much we have learned from initial applica-
tions. We believe that
but that there is still
refine the system.

.  
we have made some tremendous progress,
more progress to come as we further
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1.

DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
ELECTRICAL SECTION

INTRODUCTION

Of the design engineering disciplines affected by zone outfit-
ting, Electrical Engineering most certainly qualifies as one of
the least affected. The impact on the electrical engineering
implementation of zone outfitting to a particular job is pri-
marily centered in changes to the design of the wireways and
drawing format changes in the list of materials for deck plans
and isometric wiring diagrams.

Due to the nature of electrical installation, most of the
equipment and cabling are installed during the “on board” phase
of zone outfitting, For most equipment, this is necessary to
insure that the electrical components are not subject to
adverse environmental factors such as weather, sandblasting,
dust and paint spray, during the early stages of zone outfit-
ting. Additionally, the unwanted exposure of electrical equip-
ment to these elements could weaken the shipyard’s position in
claims negotiations with vendors concerning liability for sub-
sequent warranty deficiencies. Electrical equipment installed
“on unit” tends to be concentrated on vendor applied module
packages and shipyard-built machinery package units.

Long runs of cable through the ship are installed in the tradi-
tional manner of pulling the cable from one endpoint to the
other. Connection of the cables can then be handled by a hook-
up crew at a later date. An alternate method of installing
some of the multiconductor runs would be to prewire each unit
to its own central junction box and then connect these junction
boxes via jumper cables once the units are joined together. At
present, this method is not used at ASI due to our determina-
tion that the resultant large increase in connection time,
checkout time, and increased electrical system complexity would
not represent a real savings in the cost of the final product
to the shipyard. The production electrical foreman has the
option of installing cables in a unit and coiling the ends of
the cables for future installation through adjacent units as
they are joined together. This technique is used on a case
basis where some specific production goal can be achieved. The
disadvantage of coiling cables is the disruption and inconven-
ience

Local
tions
ment.
or on

caused due to the obstruction of equipment and walkways.

runs of cables in a unit are treated as field installa-
and are left to the discretion of the Production Depart-
The production foreman can install these cables on unit

board as dictated by his work order.



11. WIREWAY DESIGN

Wireway design is well suited to modular construction tech-
niques. The wireway hangers, being made of steel, can there-
fore be phased in with the orderly erection of a unit during
main assembly prior to blast and paint. In designing the wire-
ways for “on unit” installation, ASI has experienced an
increase in design time of approximately 50 percent due to the
increased level of detail required for modular construction as
opposed to the manner in which wireways have historically been
designed. The increased effort also represents a shift in
material takeoff and hole location efforts from the production
foreman to the wireway designer.

In the past, wireway arrangement drawings contained the major-
ity of information necessary to construct the hangers. Typical
details of several different types of hangers were included in
an electrical installation methods book for the ship. For each
hanger on the wireway drawing, a hanger method would be speci-
fied along with the number of tiers, width of the hanger, depth
from the overhead, and spacing to adjacent hangers. The list
of material was simply a summary of the total quantity of chan-
nel iron, angle iron, flat bars and banding straps. The pro-
duction foreman would use the drawing to determine the number
of hangers of each specific type required. Engineering also
provided master lists on bulkhead cable transits and nonwater-
tight collars. From these lists, the production foreman
derived measurements to enable him to have the collars for the
entire ship fabricated at one time. His layout crew would then
install the collars and hangers to the required spacing shown
on the wireway drawings and lists in a concentrated effort to
install all hangers and collars for the ship at one time.
Interference problems were resolved by discussion between the
production foreman and the wireway designer.

Using the zone outfitting concept, wireway arrangement drawings
are segmented by unit number to allow the production foreman to
identify exactly which hangers are in each unit. (See Graph
No. EL-l.) The list of material is no longer a summary of
total material. Instead, the list of material is broken down
by units to show the number of hangers of each type. Each type
of hanger is detailed. Under the traditional method, approxi-
mately four types of hangers would be identified for the whole
job. For zone outfitting, the number of hanger types can be in
the hundreds. (See Graph No. EL-2.) Each slight variation of
one hanger from another generates a new hanger detail. The end
result of the additional detailing is to generate a unique
piece mark number for each hanger which can then be entered
into a computer program for tracking purposes by Production
Planning and Management. Ultimately, it would then be possible
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to know how many hangers of each type are available in the yard
for all jobs. This would allow stock- piling of commonly used
hanger types and reduce disruption of the work flow on a given
job when requirements for new hangers are generated after the
bulk of the hangers for the job have already been constructed.
It would be possible to screen all jobs to locate presently
unused hangers of the type needed for the new hanger
requirements.

The fabrication and installation of wireway non-watertight col-
lars is an area where zone outfitting has made a significant
contribution. Using the traditional manner of collar fabrica-
tion, the production foreman obtained dimensions from hole
lists and then had the collars constructed by a specialist in
his electrical department. Before installation of the collars
in the bulkheads, the holes would be burned out by his layout
crew utilizing dimensions provided by the hole list. In zone
outfitting, however, the production field crew’s work effort is
reduced considerably. Collars are standardized to a limited
number of commonly used sizes.

Early in the design of the vessel, dimensional information for
numerical hole cutting by automatic burning machines is pro-
vided to the Mold Loft. This allows the holes for the wireways
to be accurately cut by the automatic burners during the erec-
tion of the unit in main assembly. Effectively, the electrical
field production crew’s responsibility for non-watertight col-
lar fabrication and installation is reduced to simply obtaining
the pre-cut non-watertight collars and installing these collars
in pre-cut holes. A logical extension of this work reduction
effort would be to remove the electrical work crew completely
from the process by having the collars installed by the steel
workers during erection of the unit.

Collars for bulkhead transits are still made in the traditional
manner due to the close tolerances required to fit the transit
to the collar. However, the holes for these collars are also
numerically cut by the automatic burning machines. Watertight
collars represent a small percentage of the total number of
collars typically required for cable installations throughout a
ship. Therefore, fabrication of collars for watertight tran-
sits is not presently seen by ASI as a significant inconven-
ience, but it probably will be an area in the future where
further standardiztion will be investigated. AI.SO, the
increasing usage of the Geaquello method filled collars for
watertight penetrations further reduces the number of transits
required. Since these collars do not use transits, their
fabrication can be done in the same manner as non-watertight
collar fabrication. (See Graph No. EL-3. )
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The net result of the increase in engineering effort in wireway
design is to reduce the complexity of the wireway installation
to the electrical production crew, thereby allowing the use of
less skilled workers doing less manual labor than the tradi-
tional method of wireway installation.

 III. DRAWING FORMAT CHANGES

To facilitate zone outfitting, the formats of electrical deck
plans and isometric wiring diagrams have been revised to
include additional unit construction information. Previously,
these drawings depicted the electrical system in the body of
the plan with a list of materials which listed total quantities
for the material distributed throughout the drawing. For zone
outfitting. However, these same drawings now have leader. lines
in the body of the plan which segment the ship into the various
zones. (See Graph No. EL-4. ) Also, the front of the drawing
has a table above the title block which flags for cursory
drawing reviewers that the drawing contains material which must
be installed in any of twelve different stages of construction;
such as, during subassembly on unit, or before closing in on
board. As a further aid, the title block itself identifies the
ship zones affected by the electrical system shown on the
drawing.

The list of material for deck plans and isometric drawings is
subdivided by the pallet codes associated with each unit or
zone. (See Graph No. EL-5.) Under each pallet code is listed
the electrical material contained on the drawing which will be
installed in that particular unit or zone. An exception to
this technique of material listing is the listing of cable
quantities. Cables are summarized at the end of the list of
material with no reference to any particular unit or zone. The
reason for this apparent anomoly is related to the manner in
which cable is handled and installed in the shipyard. Cables 
are purchased, stored, and transported to the worksite on
reels. AS the cable is being installed, the electrical crew
cuts the length required for the installation from the reel.
The production foreman coordinates the overall cable installa-
tion to minimize cable waste. Since cable is expensive and is
a long lead item for procurement, cable footage must constantly
be monitored. Therefore, to identify specific cable lengths in
each pallet would not contribute to a more efficient, less
costly installation.

On some isometric wiring diagrams, such as the general alarm
system, there exists a sizeable number of identical pieces of
electrical equipment distributed throughout many of the zones
on the ship. If the list of materials was divided based on the
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different pallets, the resulting list would be excessively
long. To alleviate this problem, a matrix arrangement for
identical equipment in a list of material has been devised.
(See Graph No. EL-6.) Each equipment piece mark number is
listed for horizontal rows and pallet codes are listed for the
vertical columns. A number placed in the field of the matrix
would indicate the quantity of a specific piece mark number for
a specific pallet. Present piece mark numbers used for elec-
trical equipment at ASI remain identical to the numbering
system used in the past. However, when the computer program
associated with zone ”outfitting develops to the point where a
particular numbering system for electrical equipment can be
utilized, then that numbering system will be used on future
ship construction projects.

Keeping the body of the deck plan and isometric wiring diagrams
substantially the same as on previous jobs allows an easy tran-
sition of production workers into the new technique of zone
outfitting. Also, the drawings have not become so specialized
and fragmented that they would be unsuitable for system review
by representaives of the various cognizant regulatory bodies
and owners, who may be unfamiliar with zone outfitting.

IV. PACKAGE UNITS

Machinery package units constructed by the shipyard require
coordination during the design phase of a job to insure that
all devices belonging on the package unit are installed during
assembly of the package unit. Typical electrical devices which
are installed on the package unit are motors, motor control-
lers, pushbutton stations, solenoids, sensors, and heat tracing
cabling. The locations of these devices are established by the
package unit designers with inputs supplied from the various
engineering disciplines, including electrical.

Particular attention is paid to electrical equipment and
cabling which will be installed on tanks, that are a part of
the package unit, to insure that the proper provisions have
been made for foundations and cable studs. Since the tank will
be fully constructed and tested before it leaves the package
unit shop, any welding to the tank exterior in the field would
result in damage to the tank interior coating and require the
tank being retested.

In some instances, the machinery package unit is designed
before certified drawings are received from the electrical
equipment vendors. To minimize the disruption to the package
unit design, the size of devices such as motor controllers and
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pushbutton stations is estimated based on previous experience
with the particular equipment. Also, by using motor control
centers, many of the vagaries of motor controller sizes are
eliminated as the controllers would then be part of a motor
control center remote from the package unit.

Electrical heat tracing of piping systems, such as for fuel
oil, is often a requirement of the ship’s specification. On
jobs before zone outfitting, the electrical heat tracing vendor
was given piping working plans for entire systems with mark-ups
for the specific pipes which required heat tracing. - From these
marked-up plans, the vendor developed his electrical working
drawings for heat tracing material and cabling installation.
Consequently, the vendor’s installation plans and materials
arrived late in the design of the vessel. To allow the
machinery package units to leave the package unit shop as
complete as possible, it has been decided to provide the
package unit drawings “on an individual basis to the heat
tracing vendor as soon as these drawings become available.

On the main deck of a tanker presently being designed at AS I,
there are a number of pipe rack package units. As an integral
part of these pipe rack package units are a number of wire-
ways. In the past, wireways were provided for the main deck
based on capacity requirements of the wireways at various
points along the main deck. This technique allowed wireway
sizing to proceed in the early stages of the ship design with-
out the knowledge of exact locations of equipment on the main
deck. It was left to the production foreman to run local runs
of cables from the wireways to individual pieces of equipment
scattered around the main deck. Since the pipe rack package
units are essentially complete when installed on the ship,
exact locations of main deck cabling must be known much earlier
in the contract to allow the wireway development to be complete
on the pipe rack package units. This requires a significant
increase in the work effort of the wireway designer, since he
must now determine exact locations of electrical equipment and
provide small branch wireways to this equipment
wireway runs. (See Graphs No. EL-7 and EL-8. )

In keeping with the zone outfitting concept, it
that vendor-furnished package units be supplied

from the main

is necessary
as complete as

possible. Typical vendor-furnished package units would be such
machinery as purifiers, propulsion engines, engine-generator
sets, and reduction gears. For example, propulsion engines
have been supplied to the shipyard in the past with numerous
sensors not installed on the engine, even though they were
required by the ship’s specification. Also, electrical devices
on the engine were not wired to a common connection point.
After installation of the engine on the ship, it then became
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the field production crew’s responsibility to mount the missing
sensors and to run cabling over the surface of the engine. To
obtain a complete package unit, the vendor is now required by
his purchase order to furnish and install all of the electrical
devices on his equipment and to wire these devices out to a
common point, such as a connection box, where shipyard cabling
can terminate. During vendor plan approval, his design is
checked to confirm that ASI’S electrical production crew will
have minimal work effort to connect to the engine electrical
devices.

v. ADDED ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING RESPONSIBILITIES

Other Electrical Engineering Section responsibilities are gene-
rated due to the implementation of zone outfitting. One of
these added responsibilities is the Electrical Engineering
Section’s participation in the pre-engineering phase of the job
on an “as needed” basis. A typical example would be the gene-
ration of the one-line diagram by the shipyard’s Marketing
Department. Electrical Engineering drafts the one line diagram
based on the conceptual ideas obtained from Marketing and pro-
vides comments to Marketing on the suitability of the design
based on previous experience with various regulations and Pro-
duction Department requirements. The finished one-line diagram
then becomes a contract document.

Another responsibility of the Electrical Engineering Section is
to provide meaningful and timely interface with other Engine-
ering groups during the development of engineering designs.
Traditionally, the bulk of electrical engineering design is
started long after most of the other Engineering groups have
completed substantial portions of their designs. However, to
develop accurate zone outfitting type designs, it is necessary
for the Electrical Engineering design cycle to shift forward in
time to keep pace with other Engineering disciplines.

A further responsibility of the Electrical Engineering Section
is to participate in construction planning meetings with the
Production Planning group of the Production Department. In
these meetings, potential problems and cost savings ideas are
discussed, and engineering designs for the job are reviewed.
As has often happened, the Production Department can request
modifications to the designs to facilitate ease of installa-
tion. Engineering is expected to honor these requests, if at
all possible, even though it means, in many casesj that
drawings must be remade. Also, Electrical Engineering is
expected to review Production Planning erection summaries for
possible comment.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
ENGINEERING PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

1. INTRODUCTION

It is probably obvious to you at this point that in order for
zone outfitting to succeed, the engineering design effort must
get off to a fast start, must peak early and must remain inten-
sive until completion. This can only be accomplished if the
engineering effort is carefully planned and scheduled. At
Avondale, the Engineering Planning and Scheduling Section con-
sults with Management and Engineering section leaders and
builds, maintains and monitors engineering drawing schedules
and material procurement schedules. In addition, Engineerring
planning and Scheduling provides management services in the
areas of manhour accounting, overhead control, network analy-
sis, technical communications, graphics and other areas. Our
focus this afternoon will be on Engineering Planning and Sche-
duling’s role in the building, maintenance and monitoring of
engineering drawing schedules and material procurement sche-
dules.

II. PLANNING "KEYS"

AS early as possible, the “keys” to planning for vessel con-
struction are developed by the Production Planning Department
and the Advanced Programs and Hull Technical and Design sec-
tions. These keys are:

Production Planning

- Production Major Milestone Dates
including date steel required in the yard, start of
prefabrication, start of main assembly (pre-outfit),
date of keel laying, date of launch and date of deli-
very.

- Unit Arrangement
- Zone and Sub-Zone Arrangement
- Pre-Fab and Sub-Assembly Schedule
- Main Assembly and Erection Schedule

Advanced Pronares/Hull Technical and Design

- Specifications
- Midship Section
- Scantling Plan



- Scantling Section and
- General Arrangement
- Machinery Arrangement
- Systems Diagrams

Details

III. DRAWING SCHEDULE PREPARATION

AS the above planning "keys" are made available, the Engine-
ering sections review them and prepare a definition of the
scope of work they must accomplish in order to provide Produc-
tion with the necessary working drawings and other engineering
data. This scope will include a drawing list which will indi-
cate those drawings that Production will need and an estimate
of the manhours required to do each diagram, drawing, and set
of calculations. Also included in the scope are the units for
which composites will be
composite drawings.

The Engineering sections
required before work can
and composite activity.
drawings, sketches, etc.
dor drawings, and so on.

made and the estimated hours for these

will indicate the items of information
commence on diagrams, working drawings,
This information includes diagrams,
from other Engineering sections, ven-

Engineering Planning and Scheduling examines the drawing list
(which is forwarded to production Planning and Scheduling for
need dates), required information items and the scope of the
machinery and quarters composite work to determine interdepen-
dencies and priorities of diagram and drawing preparation among
the Engineering sections. This is done in order to assure that
the Engineering sections will support each other’s efforts.
Working drawings and required composite schedules are then pre-
pared for each section. Note that these initial schedules are
prepared without benefit of Production need dates. This can be
done due to the fact that although Engineering must, of course,
support Production needs, the scheduling of the engineering
work does not have to be dictated by Production need dates. In
the early phase of contract development, it is of primary
importance that the Engineering sections support each other’s
efforts.

GRAPH EP-1 is the cover sheet for the initial issue of the
drawing schedule for the Outfitting Section on a current con-
tract. Note that there have been two preliminary issues of the
schedule prior to the initial issue. Also note that the Pro-
duction need dates were still reserved at issue of the sche-
dule. When the schedules are originally prepared, they are on
"D" size sheets (22" by 34"). They are distributed reduced
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to) 50% of that size (11" x 17"). The copies you have in you
seminar books are, therefore, considerably smaller than the
size used at Avondale. I want to apologize if they are a bit
difficult to read.

GRAPH EP-2 is the Key Plan. schedule for the Outfitting Sec-
tion. These drawings are required for long-lead material pro-
curement or to support other Engineering disciplines. The
schedule that is used here is of the Gantt-type with solid bars
representing drafting activity and cross-hatched bars represen-
ting checking activity. The small arrows shown near the com-
pletion of drawing activity denote scheduled reviews with the
Assistant Chief Engineer to monitor drawing progress.

GRAPHS EP-3, EP-4, and EP-5 are the Yard Plan schedules for the
Outfitting Section. Note that where more than one man is
required for drafting or checking activity, a symbol (two or
more small men) is used to designate this situation. At the
bottom of GRAPH EP-5 are shown the manpower requirements for
the Outfitting Section for the scheduled job. The bars of the
schedule are counted for each week and the required weekly
totals are shown for drafters and checkers. In addition, the
manhours allocated for revision activity are spread over a rea-
sonable time frame so that manning for this activity can be
anticipated. Of course, as the schedule is built, the
engineer-planners take into consideration manpower availability
and desired manning levels. Manpower requirements are also
shown for the accommodations composite activity (see GRAPH
EP-6) and a Grand Total is shown. If the schedule is manned to
the levels indicated, and if the estimated manhours for the
drawing activity are reasonably close, then the schedule should
be met.

GRAPH EP-7 is the title sheet for the Hull Section drawing
schedule. Note that four preliminary submittals were made
before Rev. O went out.

GRAPH EP-8 is the Key Plan schedule for the Hull Section. Note
here that accommodation has been made to handle scheduling for
subgroups within the Hull Section. Therefore, activity to be
per formed by the "Specialty Item Group" is differentiated from
that to be performed by others in the Hull Section.

GRAPH EP-9 is a typical sheet from the Yard Plan portion on the
Hull Section drawing schedule. The isometric activity shown
here was cancelled at a later date, and penetration control
activity was added so that this critical area of structural
drawing preparation could be carefully monitored.
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GRAPH EP-10 shows the conclusion of Hull Section yard plan
activity and the manpower requirements for the Hull Section.
Note that manpower needs are called out for each subgroup as
well as for the entire Hull Section.

GRAPH EP-11 is the title sheet for the Piping Development and
Machinery Composite Groups drawing schedule. This section is
the largest in Avondale Engineering and produces more drawings
than any other section. In order to make the scheduling and
schedule monitoring more manageable, a separate schedule is
built for each group within the Piping Section. These sche-
dules are then bound together and manpower requirements can be
examined for the entire section.

GRAPH EP-12 shows the Key Plans for the Piping Section.

GRAPH EP-13 is a typical sheet from the Piping Section sche-
dule. A later revision of this schedule separated the heating
coil drawings and main deck rack drawings from the other piping
drawings. Note that in addition to arrangement drafting and
checking activity, this schedule also shows piping detail pre-
paration activity. Again, where more than one man is required
to work on an activity, a symbol is used to show this.

GRAPH EP-14 is another typical sheet from the Piping Section
drawing schedule.

GRAPH EP-I.5 is the Manpower Summary Sheet from the Piping Sec-
tion drawing schedule. Note that for each subgroup the
required manning is shown for drafting, checking, piping
detail, and revision activity, and, of course, total. As I
mentioned, the piping schedule was further subdivided in later
scheduled revisions.

IV. DRAWING SCHEDULE MONITORING

It is not enough to build schedules, issue them with management
blessing, and then assume that the job will be done as sche-
duled. We all know that schedules can slip due to alteration
in work scope, change orders, inadequate manning, etc. By the
same token, work can sometimes move along more rapidly than
expected, thus accelerating the schedule. At any rate, it is
important for management that schedule activity be monitored
closely and the results reported so that prompt corrective
action can be taken if required. In Avondale Engineering, the
Engineering Planning and Scheduling section performs this sche-
dule monitoring function.



In order to facilitate schedule monitoring and review, drawing
schedules are built with magnets on large porcelain boards in
what we call the Engineering Planning and Scheduling “Opera-
tions Room. (See GRAPH EP-16. ) In addition to displaying the
schedule activity information which you have seen on the pre-
vious graphs, the large schedule boards also contain certain
information relative to manhours spent on each drawing activity
and other engineering activities.

Each week, Engineering Planning and Scheduling prepares a com-
puter report for each schedule which shows the manhours
expended against each drawing, as well as the total equivalent
men worked on that schedule. (See GRAPH EP-17. ) These actual
charges can then be compared with the schedule to determine
that sufficient manpower is being brought to bear where
required. Total spending against each drawing is also moni-
tored on the schedule boards so that the actual progress in
terms of percent complete can be compared with percent of bud-
get expended. If required, projections for manhours to be
expended by drawing completion are revised at schedule reviews
which are held in the "Operations Room" each week.

Spending versus actual progress is also monitored weekly for
engineering activities other than drawing preparation, such as
supervision, vendor review, etc. A similar computer report is
generated each week for these activities. (See GRAPH EP-18. )

After each schedule review, Engineering Planning and Scheduling
prepares a "Weekly Schedule Review Report" which is distributed
to the section leader and Engineering management. (See GRAPH
EP-19.) The report is divided into three main sections,
"Drawings Behind Schedule,"  "Drawings Submitted Incomplete,”
and “Drawings Being Worked on or Ahead of Schedule.” Drawings
which fall into on= of these categories are listed by number-

and title, followed by twelve Columns of data:

COLUMN

l & 2

6
7

12

DATA PRESENTED

Manhours expended since last report and cumulatively
Estimated hours to complete drawing activity
Estimate at completion for last review and present
review 
Variance between columns four and five
Scheduled completion date for drawing activity
Production need date
% of drawing completion scheduled/% of drawing com-
pletion actual/% of drawing completion at previous
review
Current estimated completion date
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GRAPH EP-20 is the second sheet of a typical drawing schedule
review report and GRAPH EP-21 is the third sheet. Note that
the comments section is used to make whatever comments Engine-
ering Planning and Scheduling feels will be helpful to manage-
ment in performing their evaluations. Note the comment which
is made relative to inadequate manning on

V. MATERIAL PROCUREMENT SCHEDULE PREPARATION

subject schedule.

As all of you are aware, the timely receipt of vendor informa-
tion is critical to the design engineering process. It is even
more critical (if you can imagine that) to the design engine-
ering process which is supporting zone outfitting construc-
tion. For this reason, Engineering Planning and Scheduling
builds “Material Procurement Schedules” for each Engineering
section. These schedules list each item that the Engineering
section is responsible for procuring and indicates when each
item must be requested and when a purchase order must be
placed. You must always keep in mind that the dates required
for request and purchase order to satisfy timely delivery of
material items to the yard for installation are more often than
not too late to satisfy the demand for vendor information to
Engineering. In order to build material procurement schedules,
Engineering Planning and Scheduling requires the following
information:

"In Yard" production need dates (from Production Planning)

Engineering Vendor Information Need Dates (from drawing
schedules)

List of material items and drawing on which material appears
(from Material Requisitioning Section)

Vendor lead time (from Purchasing Department)

When the above information has been received, Engineering 
ning and Scheduling builds and issues initial material procure-
ment schedules for each Engineering section. GRAPH EP-22 is
the title sheet for the Mechanical Design Section material p
curement schedule for a current contract. GRAPH EP-23 is the
revision and general notes sheet for the Mechanical Design
material schedule. The legend shows the type of information to
be found on the material procurement schedules: 
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VI.

- Scheduled Material Requisition Issue Date

- Actual Material Requisition Issue Date

- Scheduled Purchase Order Issue Date

- Actual Purchase Order Issue Date

- Vendor "Preliminary" Information Need Date
this is vendor information typically available at P.O.
issue

- Vendor "Detailed" Information Need Date
this is vendor information typically not available until
approximately 45 days after P.O. issue

- Vendor Manufacturing Lead Time

- production Need Date

- Scheduled Drawing Submittal Date

GRAPH EP-24 is a typical sheet from the Mechanical Design Sec-
tion material schedule. It is admittedly difficult to read in
your books and on the screen due to its reduction; however,” I
wanted to give you a rough idea of how the schedules look. You
can see that each material item is listed together with its
Avondale code number, the vendor name, the item location, and
the requisition and purchase order numbers (once these become
available).

MATERIAL PROCUREMENT SCHEDULE MONITORING

Just as with the drawing schedules, careful monitoring is
required for the material procurement schedules. Each week,
Engineering Planning and Scheduling receives material update
information from the Material Requisitioning Section and the
technical Engineering sections. This date is used to prepare a
“Material Procurement Schedule Review Report” for each Engine-
ering section. GRAPHS EP-.25 and EP-26 are typical sheets from
a Mechanical Design Section material review report. Each mate-
rial item is listed, followed by ten columns of data:
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VII.

COLUMN DATA PRESENTED

Scheduled Requisition Date
Actual Requisition Date/Requisition

4 Scheduled Purchase Order Date
5 & 6 Actual Purchase Order Date/Purchase

Number”

Order Number
7 Scheduled Vendor Preliminary Information Date
8 Actual Vendor Preliminary Information Date
9 Scheduled Vendor Detailed Information Date
10 Actual Vendor Detailed Information Date

The legend for the abbreviations and symbols used in this
report is located at the top center of the title sheet. The
most important symbol is the asterisk which indicates "Trouble
Area - Action Required.” Like the review reports used to moni-
tor drawing schedules, the material schedule review report is
designed to provide management with an instrument that can be
used to easily spot problem areas. 

CONCLUSION

I need to emphasize in closing that the schedules and the
review reports we have discussed are tools for Management and
Engineering supervision to use in running an engineering job
and in monitoring its progress. Like any tool, however, the
user must become familiar with it and its applications. The
more often it is used, the more useful it will be. One thing
is certain, and that is, as shipbuilding becomes more sophisti-
cated and complicated, planning and scheduling becomes that
much more important to the shipbuilder in both the Production
and the Engineering operations.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
PRODUCTION PLANNING INTERFACE

1. INTRODUCTION

The process of improving productivity by influencing design
can, in general, be clasified into the following categories:

Designing on purpose to eliminate physical labor out of the
final product.

Improving the efficiency of the labor flow in all the manu-
facturing processes.

Reducing material procurement and delivery problems to bare
minimum.

Shortening the production schedule cycle times to efficient
time frames.

The integration of Production Planning efforts with the design
effort at Avondale is primarily concerned with all four of
these categories.

We must keep in mind, however, that the ship designer is con-
stantly constrained by the service and specification require-
ments of the contract.

It would appear then that there are really two aspects of ship
construction, that is:

- design for ship performance;

- productability of ship’s design.

Any economic advantage in the ship’s construction period is
directly proportional to the degree and the amount that these
two aspects are integrated, early on in the pre-contract and
early contract stages.

The cost control potential is seen in this chart developed by
A&P Appledore, Limited and shown here in Figure No. 1.

At Avondale, we have concluded that the best medium, for pro-
duction planning and design integration, is the hull block con-
struction method and the zone outfitting technology we are now
currently using.



Production and design integration is virtually limitless,
restricted only by imaginative conception and design perform-
ance constraints.

A short review of the previously mentioned four categories will
illustrate some of the highlights in the production/design
integration.

A) DESIGNING ON PURFOSE TO ELIMINATE PHYSICAL LABOR OUT OF THE
FINAL OR FINISHED PRODUCT.

Physical labor is energy expended that must be paid for in
some fashion. Even slave labor must be cared for, fed,
housed, and clothed. Therefore, designing on purpose to
eliminate physical labor is designing on purpose- to save
cost. In this instance, the problem experiences of produc-
tion become the physical labor costs. that are targeted for

 elimination by design.                                               

An example of a problem is Shown in Figure No. 2A. In
Figure No. 2A, the shell plate seams are laid in such a
manner that they create fitting and welding problems wher-
ever they cross the decks and flats. This creates unneces-
sary difficulty.

The integrated design and production solution is as follows
and illustrated in Figure No. 2B. Design shell plate so
that plate seams run parallel to and just above deck flats.
This eliminates the necessity of weld seams crossing and 
intersecting deck flats. A brief example is shown in this
illustration. Much time is saved by fitters and welders in
completing these seams. Also, considerable scaffolding is
eliminated.

Another problem area in outfitting is shown in Figure No.
2C, Example "A." The problem here arises when module hull
units, which have been pre-outfitted on unit, become an
interference to machinery packages which have been pre-
outfitting on unit or on board.

The hull unit that is erected over the top of the pre-
outfitted unit, when designed as shown in Example "A” with a
hanging shell plate, creates a physical interference problem
with the pre-outfitting machinery and walkways. This
greatly inhibits the amount of pre-outfitting that can be
done on the lower or tank top unit.

The solution here is to change the design somewhat, so that
the shell section can be built into the lower unit as shown
in Example "B" allowing the pre-outfitted items to be
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installed complete. This changes the shell plate from an
item which was previously an interference to an item which
is actually essential for successful zone outfitting.

B) IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE LABOR FLOW IN ALL THE
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES.

The design of the ship’s structure and fittings has a
tremendous effect on the routing and manufacturing of the
component pieces and parts that make up the final vessel.
An efficient order of labor flow is first created by the use
of product work breakdown structure logic. The design then
uses all the parameters created by this logic to develop the
drawings necessary that will most suitably fit in with the
methods chosen. An example of this is shown in Figure No.. 3.

In our adoption of the process lane method of hull construc-
tion, we have created, with the use of product work break- 
down, a flow line of manufacturing hull assemblies. This
flow line is a regimentation of work processes and schedules.

This regimentation of processes has required Production and
Engineering to work very closely in designing work packages
that fit within the parameters of the operation. We have
found, for example, that a re-design of the docking brackets
as shown in Figure No. 3 permits the welding of three longi-
tudinal - L-1ST, L-15B, and L-lPB - to be done on the panel
in the panel line process, instead of having to be done-man-
ually after the assembly of the sub-unit into the hull unit
as shown in Figure No. 4.

~
This is done by simply

re-designing the configuration and installation clip
brackets in lieu of the original one-piece design.

C) REDUCING MATERIAL PROCUREMENT AND DELI-VERY PROBLEMS TO A
BARE MINIMUM.

Most material delivery problems originate in specifications
to the vendor that require items which are, by design,
unique. Engineering and Production together can decide to
use many items which are standard in nature as opposed to
being unique in nature.

These decisions are made very early in the contract and
often prior to contract signing. Package unit configura-
tions for auxiliary machinery fall within this category as
do pipe rack packages for tanker ships.
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The establishment of outfitting zones by the Production
Department assists in the procurement of equipment and
material by establishing scheduled sequences for material
delivery.

It is possible by this method to schedule individual motor
operated valves down to the individual valve date. This is
of great significance for the vendor who manufactures the
valve, as he is then able to work with established priori-
ties.

SHORTENING THE PRODUCTION SCHEDULE CYCLE TIMES TO EFFICIENT
TIME FRAMES.

A fundamental objective of production and design integration
is to simplify the production manufacturing process.

This is done by simplifying assembly methods and trans-
ferring the understanding of manufacturing methods from pro-
duction to designers. The simplification of assembly
methods is forced by constantly seeking to shorten the time
frame of the production process.

This need to shorten the time frame continually creates
ideas that feed back through the system to the designer for
approval and compliance with his responsibility for perform-
ance. This, in turn, gives him the need to understand the
assembly techniques that are to be used to implement the
idea. The designer now becomes more familiar with the
aspects of production and their attending problems.

This does not make life easier for the designer but, in
turn, places more burden on him. Now the designer must not
only create the design, but, must produce a design that
facilitates better production methods as well as functional
performance.

As seen by the illustration in Figure No. 5
production and design efforts begin very
times in opposite extremes. But, by the constant process of
feedback, both design and production can arrive at the ulti-
mate optimum design that not only incorporates efficient
assembly and production techniques, but also satisfies the
function and performance requirements.

These techniques gradually develop into standard methods.
The benefits derived from integrating production processes
and design are readily apparent by most logical analysis.
The problem occurs, not in an agreement that this is so, but
in the methods and by whom it is subsequently implemented.
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Design engineers are creative and talented people. Being
creative does not lend itself to the adoption and continued
use of mundane standards. Therefore, the creative challenge
for the engineer must come from an observation of what his
efforts are accomplishing in the completion of the finished
product and the attending cost savings in labor and material.

This communication occurs through the media of a constant
feedback process, wherein the engineer has become an inte-
grated and vital part of the entire manufacturing proce-.
dure. This attitude must constantly be initiated and
encouraged by the top management levels of the company.

Fortunately, we at Avondale have this commitment not only
from our shipyard top management, but from the top manage-
ment of our parent corporation as well.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
MOLD LOFT INTERFACE

1. INTRODUCTION

Avondale’s Mold Loft is in the realm of Production and reports
directly to the Vice-President in Charge of Production
Engineering. The operation consists of four separate depart-
ments each having its own area of responsibility.

The Part Generation Section has the role of providing numerical
control parts which are programmed and extracted from the
"SPADES" data base. This group also provides the sketches for
cutting structural. Each structural is placed on its parent
part and validated for accuracy by utilizing CADAM CRT units.
The nesting group uses these N/C parts in preparing computer-
ized burning data for the N/C cutting machines. The Unit Con-
trol Manual (UCM) Department provides the pre-fabrication and
fabrication drawings for hull work within the shipyard. This
task is automated and computerized to a great extent by the
merger of the CADAM and SPADES programs. These UCM work pack-
ages are distributed and maintained by the Loft. The conven-
tional Loft provides the wooden templates such as roll sets,
line heating templates, etc.

Much computerization is evident in the Mold Loft. The exten-
sive use of CRT units with SPADES and CADAM programs provides
the Loft with the flexibility to accommodate any job.

Hull Engineering and the Mold Loft communicate daily during the
course of a contract. I will explain this interaction and the
results achieved.

II. ANCHOR MODELS

Traditionally, the Mold Loft and Hull Engineering work in uni-
son during contrcact development and actual construction of a
vessel. These activities commence with the constructing of an
anchor handling model which is utilized in determining the
anchor handling arrangement of the ship. As the Engineering
Design Section fairs the ship utilizing the SPADES fairing
module, the Loft is provided with computer generated drawings
from the data base. (See Graph No. 1 ML. ) These drawings
consist of waterline and buttock sections, deck contours, and



vital control lines such as hull knuckles, stem profile, and
stem tangents within the hull envelope. These drawings are
used by the model maker to construct a replica of the ship’s
bow . This anchor handling model is usually at a scale of
1-1/2" = 1'-0" and is accurate in configuration to the full
size vessel.

When the hull model is completed, items such as anchor bolsters
and scale rigging are installed as per engineering design. At
this time, Hull Engineering carefully scrutinizes the working
model and recommends changes until a smoothly working prototype
is assured. Dimensions crucial to design and fabrication are
then lifted from the model. This pertinent data is entered
unto the hull drawings for approvals and issuance.

III. SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTS UTILIZING CRT’S

Bulbous bows or bows of unusual shape always require that an
intricate development be created when a bow thruster is
required. If such a design is necessary, the engineers will
give the N/C Mold Loft conceptual data defining the configura-
tion. (See Graph No. 3 ML.) This data is then used with
either N/C programs and/or CADAM CRT units to provide a medium
for the loftsman to develop the structure. (See Graph No. 4
ML. )

As this work evolves, the moldloftsman will work closely with
the Engineering draftsman in determining additional information
for the engineering drawings. This information is in the form
of developed offsets, angles of structure, work lines, auxil-
iary views and other pertinent data required for steel fabrica-
tion. CRT moldlofting also applies to rudders, stern tunnels,
anchor pockets, skegs, stacks, and masts. (See Graphs No. 5 ML
through 8 ML.)

Avondale feels that the application of CRT lofting provides an
extremely accurate vehicle for producing complicated lofting
layouts. These drawings are easily stored in the computer’s
data base and become readily available in the event of repair
work or duplicate contracts of the vessel. By utilizing com-
puter lofting techniques, the N/C loftsman maintains more visi-
bility throughout the project and has the capability to quickly
and accurately modify his layout to suit engineering design
criteria. Accuracy is also held to a high degree with the use
of computerized ship’s data.
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IV. SIGHT EDGE REFINEMENT

As work on the vessel progresses, the shell sight edges are
defined. During this period, the Mold Loft and Hull Engine-
ering work in close proximity to assure that the shell plating
adheres to the IHI criteria for forming plates by the line
heating method. (See Graph No. 9 ML.) Line heating is the
process used to introduce compound shape into a plate without
furnacing or cold forming. Each area of the ship is carefully
studied to determine the most suitable condition for line
heating. As the sight edges are changed, the engineering
drawing and body plans are modified. This data is then entered
and stored in the computer data base by the design section.
This information is then available for recall by the Mold
Loft’s N/C programming group.

The Mold Loft provides special "line heat" templates made on
frame lines to the Blacksmith Shop. These templates contain a
sight line and proper declevity for the frame. As the plate is
line heated, the frames provide the proper transverse shape; as
the sight line becomes straight, the correct amount of twist
and longitudinal shape is introduced into the shell plate.

Due to the introduction of line heating technology, the Mold
Loft has experienced a substantial reduction in the number of
costly steel jigs required for forming shell plates. We have
also monitored those units requiring line heated shell plates
on the present Exxon contract and find that the shell plating
fits significantly more accurately than on previous contracts.
Naturally, we will realize a considerable savings in manhours
at the assembly stage of construction.

V. SHELL PLATE - RAW MATERIAL SIZES

As an aid in efficiently purchasing the steel required for
shell plating, the Loft utilizes the SPADES plate development
program to obtain sizes of shaped parts. These sizes are given
to the "Hull Steel Take-Off Section" for ordering raw plates.
As each plate is defined to the computer, such pertinent items
as the expansion factor for welding shrinkage, roll lines, tan-
gents and production stock requirements are considered. The
results of this effort are accurate plate sizes without exces-
sive overage and maximized plate utilization in multiple part
nesting. Each programmed shell plate is drawn for validation
purposes by the Gerber plotter. The input manuscript is stored
and later utilized for a production version that will be cut by
N/C burning machines.



VI.

VII.

UNIT PARTS LIST (UPL)

Hull Engineering provides the Mold Loft with the medium to
determine the exact stage of fabrication for every piece of
steel- in the ship. This document is referred to as the "Unit
Parts List" and is used extensively by the Mold Loft planners
and the "Unit Control Manual" (UCM) group.

The Mold Loft planners were established out of necessity due to
the huge quantities of information flowing into and from the
Loft. The planning effort lends itself to producing more con-
sistency within the system.

The Unit Control Manual is a series of drawings produced by the
Mold Loft from Hull Engineering drawings. these. "stage plans"
address the different functions of hull work from the pre-
fabrication process (see Graphs No. 10 ML and 11 ML) through
the erection of the unit.. The concept is to provide the worker
with only that information concerning his task. This theory is
in accordance with the Japanese "Need to Know" philosophy.
More detail concerning the UCM will be presented at a later
seminar. The UPL evolves as piece numbers are assigned to the
Hull Engineering drawings. The stage of fabrication is an
integral part of the piece numbering system and is determined
from the document produced by Production Planning called a
"Unit Summary Sheet." The Unit Summary Sheet is the actual
breakdown, assembly by assembly, of how the unit will be built,
the identity of each fabricated part, and the location of that
fabrication. Stock locations and amount are also indicated.
Jig requirements are also specified, along with total weight
and category of the unit. As the UCM stage plans are developed
in detail by the Mold Loft utilizing CADAM and SPADES, refine-
ments are given to Hull Engineering and Production Planning.

PENETRATION CONIROL

Another aspect of the Mold Loft and Engineering’s close unis
is in the area of structural penetration control. As piping
systems are developed, interferences and continuity of holes in
structure are checked by a special Engineering group. The Loft
provides this group with N/C programmed parts of the area being
validated. (See Graph No. 12 ML.) The engineers, via CADAM,
display the part on the CRT, add the penetration in the proper
location, and return to the Loft a drawing with the hole iden-
tification number, location, and size. The loftsman then util-
izes this data to program the hole into the piece of steel
being cut. Any discrepancies found with penetration location
or size during the development process is fed back to the Hull
Section.



VIII.STANDARDS

In an effort to reduce the quantity of different configura-
tions, Hull Engineering and the Mold Loft join in the control
and implementation of standards that affect:

end-cuts for flatbars, angles, and tees;

- bracket configurations;

clips and collars;

structural cutouts (See Graph No. 13 ML) ;

ratholes and waterstops;

chocks ;

- drain and air holes.

A comprehensive standard look has been assembled by Engineering
and is extensively being utilized by the Mold Loft. These
standards have reduced the matrix of items that the Loft and
the yard must utilize on a daily basis. More consistency and
less chance for error is also an advantage of this system.

IX. CONCLUSION

Thus, through close cooperation and the use of computer gra-
phics and N/C programs, Hull Engineering and the Mold Loft com-
plement each other in the complex task of ship construction.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
MATERIAL CONTROL SECTION INTERFACE

I. INTRODUCTION

Until recently, all ships built at ASI were outfitted on a
system basis that considered system functions throughout the
ship. Material Control, as a result, looked at material in
rather large and cumbersome lots. Our first attempts at
on-unit outfitting were on conventionally engineered drawings
which were broken down to suit on-unit construction, but not
for the purchasing or controlling of material on a unit/zone
basis. This resulted in a rather confused hybrid system which
was system oriented but somewhat “on unit” outfitted. Since
all L/M’s were generated from system drawings, the attempt to
extract parts of each system, such as PD’s, valves, ladders,
foundations, etc., and fit them into the unit to which they
belonged, became an an arduous task, especially so since all
record keeping and material take-offs were accomplished man-
ually. However, as time went on, later contracts. were better
defined and eventually engineered on a unit and zone basis
which eliminated the consideration of systems and concentrated
the L/M’s into small packages for “on unit” or “on board” out-
fitting.

Some progress has been made already in the conversion of the
Material Control record keeping function from a totally manual
system to one that is partially computerized, and it is antici-
pated that these changes will continue. Eventually, in order
to keep pace with the rapid flow of material and information, a
fully computerized material control system will be developed.

The Material Department at ASI is mainly concerned with the
receipt, storatge, recordation and delivery of outfitting
materials to Production as required. This would include parts
and pieces required to build assemblies, as well as finished
sub-assemblies and purchased items.

II. THE PALLET CODE (MC-1)

The key to the proper scheduling and supplying of each unit,
with the material required for outfitting at the time it is
required, is the pallet code. Each item of material, whether a
piece needed to produce a sub-assembly, an item purchased for 
installation, or a completed sub-assembly, must be pallet



coded. This pallet code ties all the materials necessary to
pre-outfit a unit together and identifies the stage or time
frame at which the material is to be installed. The pallet
referred to here is actually a grouping of material necessary
to outfit a certain portion of a unit or zone within a speci-
fied time frame. It may be many containers and large loose
pieces, or it may be that 4’ x 4’ wooden platform which we
normally call a pallet.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN SYSTEM OUTFITTING AND ZONE OUTFITTING METHODS

Comparisons of outfitting methods and their impact on material
handling at ASI can be made in three major categories:

- pipe and pipe fittings delivered to the Pipe Shop for fabri-
cation into sub-assemblies (PD’s);

- fabricated pieces (PD’S manholes, ladders, foundations,
etc.) ;

- purchased material stored in warehouses.

These constitute the areas of zone outfitting furthest advanced
at ASI and will be the models used for future development by
the Material Department.

IV. PIPE AND FITTINGS FOR FABRICATION BY THE PIPE SHOP

Prior to the Exxon and APL contracts, all fabricated pipe
pieces. were built on a system basis for each hull, except
during the transition period when fabrication was done partly
by system and partly by the zone concept. The transition
period, although difficult and at times frustrating, proved to
be a necessary learning experience which helped provide the
understanding necessary to accomplish the task of pre-outfit-
ting on Exxon and future contracts. Under the old system-by-
system method of fabricating pipe details, the Mechanical Sec-
tion of Engineering would produce L/M’s taken from diagrammatic
system drawings for advance ordering of materials. These L/M’s
were screened by Material Control against all available mater-
ials on hand such as stock, surplus, job overages, etc., with
the remaining material requirements forwarded to the Purchasing
Department for buying. This established the stock of the
material generally required for each system which was recorded
in ledgers according to diagrammatic drawing number. As each
system became more clearly defined and pipe detail sketches
were completed, a PD drawing booklet, along with a L/M for the
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entire system, was released (MC-2 & 3). This L/M, which
included both materials required for fabrication and materials
required for on-board installation, was then screened against
its designated diagram- matic L/M and all other available
sources with the remaining requirements sent to the Purchasing
Department.

During the transition period, since a unit or zone would con-
tain parts of each system routed through it, the screening
against diagrammatic L/M’s became time consuming and frustra-
ting. For instance, where several systems could usually be
screened from one diagrammatic L/M under the old system, we
were now faced with the possibility of material for one unit
being screened from 10 to 15 different diagrammatic L/M’s.

In order to separate those items required for PD fabrication
from those that would install on board, it was necessary to do
a material take-off on each PD sketch and group them together
in a piece mark sequence material summary (MC-4). When a work
order was issued to begin fabrication, all the material on the
PD material summaries were sent to the Pipe Shop. As systems
were started and under way and other systems begun, a large
quantity of material was usually on hand at the Pipe Shop at
any given time, leading to shop overloading and replacement
material problems.

Therefore, before releasing any materials to the Pipe Shop, the
shop superintendent was contacted to determine if the shop load
would permit delivery of the material at that time. If the
shop was in a position to accept the material, the material
engineer released the material requisitions to the warehouse
for delivery, and at the same time issued a material deficiency
report indicating shortages to the Pipe Shop for informational
purposes and to the Expediting Department for action. All
material not on hand at the time of delivery was designated
“deliver on arrival” and sent to the Pipe Shop upon receipt.
If, on the other hand, the shop superintendent decided not to
fabricate. the system at that time, the material requisitions
were held by the material engineer until called for.

However, a work order being issued to install “on board” system
material did not trigger delivery of all remaining material to
the ship. Rather it was left to the installing foreman to call
for the system being assembled as needed.

Today, diagrammatic pipe drawings are still used to advance
order materials much as under the old system concept and
screened against all available material on hand before any
materials are purchased. Also, all recording of L/M’s, pur-
chase orders, receipts, and issues are still handled manually
in material ledgers.
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In order to screen materials more effectively, the Material
Control Department is provided a weekly computer generated
listing by job in piece mark number sequence for materials
advance ordered on diagrammatic L/M’s (MC-5). This eliminates
the time spent searching through material ledgers and allows
the entire pool of diagrammatic L/M’s to be screened from,
thereby eliminating unnecessary material purchases. Also ,
recently made available to Material Control is computer capa-
bility to search all jobs for any given piece mark number.
These two new capabilities have greatly reduced the time
required for screening while improving efficiency.

The work-load on the Material Control Department has not
decreased under the zone outfitting concept, but it is felt
that the real cost savings will come from the crafts having
just the material required for a small task arriving when
needed.

Under the new zone outfitting concept, the Mechanical Section
of the Engineering Department produces pipe detail drawings for
each unit. These PD sketches contain all the pipe details to
be fabricated for the particular unit, regardless of which Sys-
tem they belong to. Each PD is assigned a pallet code which is
used to eventually marshall all PD’s accordingly. All of this
information is then input to “Copies” for purposes of schedu-
ling and determining material requirements by pallet code.
From this information, a weekly shop load list is produced con-
taining all of the material for Pd fabrication for each pallet
that is scheduled to start fabrication that week (MC-6).

In order to have time to review the list for any possible
errors, omissions or material shortages, the list is printed
three weeks in advance of the fabrication start date. After
reviewing the material listing from Data Processing, the mater-
ial engineer determines those PD’s for which 100% of the
required materials are available. These PD’s, to which indivi-
dual shop order numbers are computer assigned, are released for  
fabrication via a CRT terminal located in the Material Control
office. This information is then available to the Pipe Shop
superintendent and the Production engineer who may then release
a work order to fabricate the released PD’s. As with the old
system, material requisitions are sent to the warehouse for
delivery and material deficiencies are sent to the Pipe Shop
for information purposes and to the Expediting Department for
action. The materials delivered to the Pipe Shop are separated
into categories such as flanges, elbows, tees, reducers, etc.
to facilitate machine station loading. Any PD’s not released
will be listed by required date as past due on all future com-
puter listings until the material shortage is filled and the PD
is released by Material Control. Unlike the old system, the
Pipe Shop superintendent is not conferred with prior to mater-
ial deliveries, as the schedule plus the PD releasing activity
permits him to level load somewhat in advance.
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V. FABRICATED OUTFITTING MATERIAL

The handling, storage and delivery to Production of fabricated
pipe pieces under the old system concept was originally con-
trolled by the Pipe Shop, itself, in that once a system was
fabricated, all the pipe pieces were palletized and stored in
racks at the Pipe Shop. When the installing forman required
the first PD’s to begin assembly of a system, he requested the
entire system of PD’s from the Pipe Shop. This meant that a
search through all PD’s fabricated for that system was required
to obtain the PD’s needed for installation that time. The
length of time required to fit an entire system usually
resulted in many pipe pieces being lost, damaged or deterior-
ating due to long exposure to the weather.

About five years ago, it was decided, due to the ever
increasing volume of fabricated pieces, that the Material
Department would take over the storage, routing required
through coatings, and ultimate delivery to the construction
site, as required. This merely shifted the burden of finding
the pieces needed from the installing foreman to the Material
Department. The original idea for recording and storing the
PD’s was based on random access with a Kardex file used for
recording the various storage locations within each system. As
PD’s were needed to fit the system on board, the installing
foreman would request only those PD’s needed at that time.  
These PD’s were located on the Kardex file, each location noted
and a picking list made. After gathering together the PD’s
requested, delivery was made to the job site. The same problem
of possible damage, loss or deterioration still existed as
before, but the pipe installers were now somewhat freed from
material handling.

During the transition period from system orientation to zone
outfitting, the record keeping and retrieval of PD’s became
infinitely more complex. The storage area soon had to be
expanded to accommodate the ever growing number of PD’s being
held pending delivery. Also, more and more manhours were being
spent gathering PD’s from many different systems in various
locations in an attempt to fill the unit outfitting require-
ments.

Today, especially on the third ship of the APL contract and
beginning with the first ship of the Exxon contract, a smooth
efficient system has replaced the chaos of the past. Since PD
fabrication now is forced to follow the master unit schedule,
far fewer PD’s will be held in storage at any given time and
they will remain in storage for a much shorter time.
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As PD’s are fabricated, they are taken from the Pipe Shop on a
daily basis and delivered to the fabricated pipe marshaling
yard and then routed for coatings, if required, or container-
ized if no coatings are required. The new metal containers
being used replace the old 4’ x 8’ wooden pallets and each has
a capacity of roughly 6 or 7 to 1 over pallets, further
reducing the physical storage area required (MC-7 & 8). Record
keeping is accomplished by manually posting a PD control card
which is sequenced by pallet number (MC-9). The PD require-
ments for each pallet are taken from the piping pallet list of
material produced by the Planning and Scheduling Department
(MC-1O) . When all PD’s required to complete a pallet are
received, the metal containers are banded and are delivered to
the installation site during the week prior to the scheduled
start of installation. This method virtually relieves the
installers from material concerns and allows them to
concentrate on their function.

Fabricated items, other than PD’s, were formerly fabricated in
entire job sets; thus, a multi-ship contract would see many
outfitting items stored for many months before delivery to the
ship for installation. As with PD’s, the area required for
storage was physically large and the same loss, damage and
deterioration problems existed. Also, many items were moved
directly from the fabricating facility to the job site, which
caused the Material Control records to be incomplete.

The procedure being followed under the zone outfitting concept
today very nearly parallels the system used for marshaling
PD’s. With a few exceptions, fabricated outfitting pieces will
not be fabricated in entire job sets, but instead will be built
for only one ship at a time and in smaller groupings more com-
patible with the master unit schedule. As with PD’s, the fab-
ricated outfitting item will be stored when received in metal
containers by pallet code for each ship. The requirement for
pallet loading will be obtained from the unit and zone pallet
lists of material prepared by the Planning and Scheduling
Department and modified for recording receipt and issue infor-
mation (MC-11). Since pallet requirements and need dates are
known, missing items can be expedited through the shops two to
three weeks prior to the start installation date. This will
result in fewer pallets of material being incomplete and high-
lighting those missing pieces for extraordinary action.

The utilization of this method will result in much tighter
control of fabricated pieces, timely deliveries, and will
require substantially less storage area.
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VI. PURCHASED MATERIALS (WAREHOUSING)

Materials purchased directly for the job are stored in the main
warehousing complex or, if permitted, outside in a designated
storage area. For purposes of this discussion, materials can
be roughly divided into two categories: those items required
for fabrication into sub-assemblies, which method was reviewed
earlier; and those items requiring installation independently
on unit or on board.

The requirements for pallet loading are obtained from unit or
zone outfitting lists prepared by the Planning and Scheduling
Department (MC-12) . Individual lists are published for each
cost code (craft) within the same pallet code. Using the
master unit schedule, the Material engineer reviews pallet
requirements approximately two weeks prior to the material
being required at the job site, writes the proper material
delivery authorization ticket, and at the same time writes a
material deficiency report, if required. One week, more or
less, prior to the material installation need date, the deli-
very authorization tickets and a copy of the material defi-
ciency report, the original of which was forwarded to the
Expediting Department when written, is sent to the various
warehouse storage locations. All of the materials flow from
storage to a central marshaling area in the main warehouse for
grouping and containerizing by pallet code and craft. Using
the outfitting material requirements lists, the warehouseman
verifies that all materials required are on hand, or that mis-
sing materials are accounted for on the material deficiency
report. The material and its accompanying papers are then
delivered to the work site two or three days prior to the start
of installation.

VII. CONCLUSION

The methods developed over the past seveal years to accommodate
the zone outfitting concept have thus far proven to be both
more effective and more efficient than the methodology of the
past. Progress and proficiency within the Material Control
Department has been rewarding to date and continued advances,
especially in the realm of computerization, should increase our
ability to respond to future changes with a minimum of disrupt-
ion.
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DESIGN ENGINEERING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING
ACCURACY CONTROL INTERFACE

1. INTRODUCTION

If a poll of shipyard employees were to be taken with the pur-
pose of discovering what was thought to be the most important
problem with which such workers are confronted, it is quite
likely that the number of problems presented would roughly
coincide with the number of persons polled. And it is probable
that all of the problems brought up would be worthy of consi-
derable attention. But what might very well be the greatest
problem for all shipyard employees, in the opinion of this
writer, might very well be passed over completely. That prob-
lem is poor communication. And it is probable that most of the
persons polled would not consoler this particular problem to
fall within the realm of “Accuracy Control.” But a well con-
ceived and operated Accuracy Control department will spend much
of its time doing just this.

Briefly, let’s delve into the semantics of that title,
“Accurracy Control.” The word “accuracy” connotes the develop-
ment of something that coincides exactly with all design dimen-
sions and details. While no such exactness could be expected
to actually exist, it is the first function of an Accuracy Con-
trol department to help in the establishment of realistic goals
in the area of “accuracy” within which a shipyard production
department can operate, with proper consideration being given
for the demands of both quality workmanship and good economics.

An Accuracy Control Engineer might be more aptly called a Sta-
tistical Engineer. The “statistician” determines the goals to
be achieved and the “engineer” develops the controls necessary
to achieve these goals. It then remains only for this set of
information to be properly and precisely presented to the vari-
ous agencies of the shipyard so that the necessary controls can
be implemented.

This latter area of work, Communications, can be the most
demanding because it requires such detailed and documented and
effectively presented information, not only just to make a case
in point but to present the information in such a way and with
all information so conclusive that it will permit the over-
coming of pre-conceived notions that might run counter to it.



The restrictions placed on us by time and the limited back-
ground of experience of the individuals involved in this dis-
cussion do not permit an exhaustive exploration of the statis-
tical nature of Accuracy Control. Nor is it necessary, since
so much that is truly academically oriented has been written on
this subject. Today, we would like rather to touch on only the
practical applications of Accuracy Control and discuss the
results, frequently immediate in nature, that might be expected
from a well operated Accuracy Control department.

One last thing should perhaps be said about Accuracy Control at
this time. The implementation of an Accuracy Control program
necessitates the existence of a basic philosophy in management
that is committed not to just doing a job properly, but is
rather committed to doing that job properly the very first
time. Any other philosophy is a commitment to rework, and the
elimination of rework is the job of Accuracy Control.

The continued operation of an effective Accuracy Control pro-
gram will virtually assure that this philosophy of doing a job
right the first time will ultimately pervade all areas of work.

II. ACCURACY CONTROL IN THE SHIPFITTING DEPARTMENT

A) GENERAL

The primary goal of Accuracy Control in the Shipfitting
Department is the development and implementation of proce-
dures that enhance the construction process of completed
ship units so that they will, within prescribed tolerances
and with a high degree of predictability, coincide with all
design dimensions and details, thereby minimizing the amount
of rework on units at the time of erection. Secondary goals
are the development and implementation of procedures that
enhance the burning process of individual pieces and the
construction processes of sub-units and partial sub-units so
that they will, within prescribed tolerances and with a high
degree of predictability, coincide with all design dimen-
sions and details, thereby minimizing the amount of rework
in the sub-assembly, main assembly and final main assembly.

These goals are achieved through a three-fold effort:

- Checks

- Controls

- Statistics
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These efforts should have a dual impact: the improvement of
immediate work and the improvement of future work (see Fig.
l-l) . Although these are distinct and separate activities,
they are so thoroughly interrelated that any one cannot be
effectual without the involvement of the other two.

1) CHECKS

Checks are utilized for three primary purposes:

a) The isolation of specific problems that present a
demand for controls.

b) The monitoring of construction to insure that:

(1) proper controls are being utilized

(2) controls are, in fact, effective

c) The monitoring of construction to assist in the mini-
mizing of human errors.

2) CONTROLS

Controls are employed for the sole purpose of enhancing
existing work practices. Control might be called the
magic word in Accuracy Control, but it is, in reality,
the magic word in any type of endeavor. The most neces-
sary prerequisite for success in any venture whatsoever
is a predictable end result. It is control that makes
an end result predictable, whether that control be over
Personnel, Machinery, Systems, or even Yourself. A lack
of control means literally that something is “out of
control,” resulting in a very poor degree of predict-
ability.

3) STATISTICS

Statistics may be divided into two categories:

a) The development of statistics that are applicable to
shipfitting work throughout the ship.

b) The development and maintenance of statistics applic-
able to a specific unit. In other words, a unit
history.
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4) COORD INATION OF ACTIVITIES

The coordination of these activities is graphically
displayed in Figures 1-2 through 1-5. Figure 1-2 indi-
cates that without the utilization of an Accuracy Con-
trol Program, a poor product is the predictable end
result, both for immediate and future work. Figure 1-3
indicates the implementation of checks. Checks alone
cannot improve the end product. Figure 1-4 indicates
the development and implementation of controls in addi-
tion to checks. This results in an improved product for
immediate work but develops slight potential for the
improvement of future work. Figure 1-5 indicates the
results that may be expected with the implementation of
a well coordinated Accuracy Control Department, uti-
lizing checks, controls and statistics.

The results from this are not only a good product in the
immediate work nor the potential for a good product in
the future work, but the potential has also been devel-
oped for improved design concepts, improved engineering
concepts and improved production concepts.

The amount of time spent on each of these three distinct
but interrelated activities will vary widely, contingent
upon many factors such as the stage of development of
the Accuracy Control Department or the complexity of the
work at hand. In the early stages of the development of
an Accuracy Control Department, it is likely that checks
will be the single most important activity. Initially,
the checks are necessary to develop a cognizance of all
the problems that are at hand. As these various prob-
lems are recognized and evaluated, controls may then be
developed and implemented to alleviate the problems. As
the work progresses and the effect of controls becomes
pronounced, the need for checks should begin to taper
off until ultimately it is used primarily as a moni-
toring procedure. Similarly, in the early stages of
development of an Accuracy Control Program, a very con-
siderable amount of time will be utilized in the devel-
opment of generally applicable statistics. As these
statistics are evaluated and utilized in the development
of controls, the need for statistics will also tend to
taper off. The maintenance of unit histories must be a
continuing effort.
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B) OUTLINE OF ACCURACY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

1) Controls

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Control Lines, Control Points and Backside Marking

Burning Procedures

Uniform Shrinkage Factors

Construction Procedures

Erection Procedures

Construction Aids

2) CHECKS

a) Measuring Procedures

b) Mathematical Checking Systems

c) Forms For Report



C) DISCUSSION OF ACCURACY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

1) Controls

a) Control Lines

Control lines, otherwise called master lines or datum
lines, are water lines, frame lines, or buttocks that
are layed out on various components of units to faci-
litate the building and erection of the unit. (See
Fig. 3-6. ) The utilization of these lines will
receive further elaboration later in this discussion.

b) Burning Procedures

The accurate burning of all pieces of units, sub-
units, or partial sub-units is of primary importance
because anything else is a commitment to rework.
Fig. 2-3 shows several areas where this accuracy is
demanded. The fit of floor stiffeners to shell lon-
gitudinal requires not only that stiffener be cut to
proper length, but shell longitudinal must also be
ripped to proper width. A minimum gap of 1/4”
requires that each of these members be cut within
1/8” tolerance. A fit that will always insure no
burning at assembly requires even closer burning
tolerance.

The fit of floor to girder requires a burning toler-
ance of 1/32” if all of the floors are to be fitted
on a unit without reburning. Unit NO. 17, the first
unit completed on the Exxon contract, with the excep-
tion of one shell plate that had stock on it when it
should have been neat, was completely assembled with-
out the use of a torch during assembly.

c) Uniform Shrinkage Factors

Few activities are of greater consequence than the
development of uniform shrinkage factors. Accurate
burning is of little consequence without the utiliz-
ation of such factors. Floors as shown in Fig. 2-3
with an excessive shrinkage factor built in would
require occasional reburning to offset a cumulative
build-up, even if individual floors were only 1/16”
oversize. Web frames (see Fig. 2-4) require a diffe-
rent shrinkage factor than the longitudinal bulkhead
to which they must be fitted. Specific factors must  
be developed for all components of a unit.
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d)

e)

f)

Construction Procedures

Proper construction procedures such as fitting and
welding sequences may well offer the most possible
and immediate reward for the efforts of an Accuracy
Control department. This area of work will receive
greater elaboration later in this discussion.

Erection Procedures

The Accuracy Control Department at ASI is primarily
involved in work during stages prior to erection.
However, erection is a principal beneficiary of the
use of control lines. These lines, when layed out
with predicable accuracy, are an invaluable aid in
setting units at erection. Also, the elimination of
stock is virtually impossible without the use of
these lines.

Construction Aids

Various tools are utilized in the Production Depart-
ment at ASI to facilitate increased accuracy of con-
struction. These will receive greater elaboration
further in this discussion.

2) Checks

a) Measuring Procedures

Accuracy Control engineers spend a great part of
their time measuring - slow, methodical, painstaking,
tedious measuring. This can at times seem like the
most plodding of work, but it is also the most neces-
sary of work. It is this statistical evidence from
which proper controls may be developed. A typical
example is a web frame. (See Fig. 2-4.) This compo-
nent must be measured before the butts are welded,
after the butts are welded, and after the stiffeners
and face plate are welded. This is necessary in
order to determine proper shrinkage factors to be
utilized in the cutting of component plating. This
information is also utilized in the development of
assembly procedures that assist in the minimizing of
deformation of the component. It may be noted that
the dimensions shown on this form provide all the
information necessary to make possible these evalua-
tions.
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b) Mathmetical Checking Systems

3)

Utilizing pertinent X and Y coordinates and rather  
uncomplicated programs that can be fed into hand-held
calculators, it is possible, with only a few measure-
ments to develop the shape of the most common of
units. Such procedures of measuring and checking
have almost unlimited potential. Discussion of such
procedures will take place in future seminars.

c) Forms for Reporting

The need for and the design of forms for reporting
are dictated by the problem at hand. Typical of such
forms is Fig. 2-4. A similar form is shown in Fig.
2-5. This is for the reporting of measurements on
the longitudinal bulkhead to which web frames must be
assembled. When both of these forms provide informa-
tion that is identical, a first time fit is assured.

d) Establishment of Unit Profiles

This is a procedure that-can be very helpful in the
determination of the finished shape of complex weld-
ments such as innerbottom units. This procedure will
receive greater elaboration further in this discus-
sion.

Unit Histories

Unit histories are merely the methodical recording of
all problems encountered in the production of a specific
unit. This data is used in the development of proce-
dures that will assist in the minimizing of the effect
of any particular problem on subsequent units. This is
particularly useful on multi-ship contracts.
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III. ACCURACY CONTROL AS AN INTERFACE OF ENGINEERING

A) GENERAL

Although most of the benefits of a well coordinated Accuracy
Control department are applicable primarily to the Produc-
tion Department, many benefits can also be accrued by the
Engineering Department. In the time available today, we
will briefly explore some of these activities with an empha-
sis on the profound effect that they can have on an end pro-
duct. The Accuracy Control program at ASI was started early
in the production of a contract to build three APL Con-
tainerships. To date, the activities of the department have
been largely restricted to that contract and to a contract
for Exxon Product Carriers currently in work. Most of the
following information was developed while working on the APL
contract. Only a few areas of activity have been selected
for discussion at this time, not because they are neces-
sarily of any greater importance than other activities, but
rather because they more graphically illustrate the advant-
ages that can be derived from the functions of a well coor-
dinated Accuracy Control program.

Time does not permit a detailed analysis of these proce-
dures. Today, we will only attempt to touch on the high-
lights of the procedures and the advantages to be secured
from them with more extensive details deferred for later
discussion.

B) CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCES

It is probable that the most immediate and most positive
improvement that can be achieved in the work process is
through the development and implementation of properly con-
ceived fitting and welding sequences. This is quite likely
a valid assumption in that the complete lack of such estab-
lished sequences can virtually negate all other improve-
ments. Dozens of such sequences have been developed for use
on contracts underway at ASI. A typical unit has been
selected for minimal discussion at this time.

Unit No. 7 is a fairly typical innerbottom unit such as is
likely to be found on most contemporary design ships. (See
Fig. 3-l.) Three major areas of heat introduction, in the
form of welding, present the potential for building in
stresses or actually deforming this unit:

- butt welds;
vertical welds, floors to girders;
welding of loose shell longitudinal.
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Since this unit was built upside down and the tank top was
delivered to the platen fully welded with all longitudinal
stiffeners fitted and welded, it in no way contributed
toward any deformation of the unit. The longitudinal gir-
ders were delivered to the platen with the floors immedi-
ately outboard already fitted and welded. This, then,
necessitated fitting of all girders and attached floors to
the tank top, the fitting of all floors to girders immedi-
ately inboard of them, the fitting of all loose shell longi-
tudinal, and the fitting of all shell plating to girders,
floors, longitudinal, and to the tank top.

Each of these areas of fitting presented a very distinct
potential for deforming the unit. No formal construction
sequence whatsoever was utilized in the building of Unit NO.
7 Of Hull NO. 1. Figure No. 3-2 is a profile that was
developed from that unit, shown to a scale of 1/8” - 1’ - 0“
athwartship and full scale vertically. A crown in excess of
5/8” developed on this unit. Other similar, but larger,
units developed crowns up to 7/8”.

Various attempts were made to minimize this deformation,
including the building in of a reverse crown, but most of
these efforts tended to be ineffective. (See Fig. 3-3. )
Ultimately, a detailed construction sequence was developed
and implemented. (See Fig. 3-4. )

This procedure isolated and controlled the three basic prob-
lem areas: butt welding of all shell plates, welding of all
floors to girders, and welding of all loose shell longitudi-
nal. The procedure in no way minimized the heat introduc-
tion, but only permitted it to shrink the components in such
a manner as to minimize the potential for deformation. The
resulting unit on Hull No. 3 was virtually flat. (See Fig.
3-5.)

The deformation of such units as innerbottom, Unit NO. 7,
resulted primarily from the introduction of heat, in the
form of welding, at the shell plate side of the unit while
the tank top of the unit was totally restrained by prior
fitting and welding. This resulted in horizontal movement
in excess of 5/16 of an inch on the shell plate side of the
unit. Since the tank top side of the unit was restrained
and not permitted to move, the crowning of the unit was the
unavoidable result. This result is both predictable and
calculatable as is shown on accompanying calculations which
will be elaborated on in detail in later discussions.

The entire construction sequence was developed to permit a
uniform movement of the components of the unit, thereby
precluding the possibility of deformation.
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C) CONTROL LINES, CONTROL POINTS AND BACKS IDE MARKING

D)

Early in the production phase of the APL contract, it became
evident that accurately located control lines on a unit
would be advantageous in both the building and erection of
the units. Figure No. 3-6 shows the layout of control lines
on a typical tank top unit. The buttock is used for setting
the unit athwartship and the frame line is used for setting
the unit longitudinally. For this procedure to be practi-
cal, these lines must be located with unvarying accuracy.
To enhance the potential for a high degree of accuracy,
future contracts will incorporate these lines into the
engineering drawings and panel line sketches that are used
for building flats, decks, bulkheads, etc.

CONSTRUCTION AIDS

Many tools may be developed to assist the Shipfitting
Department in completing accurately built units, but perhaps
the one of the greatest practical value is the erection
joint tape batten. These battens indicate proper position
of all structural at erection joints. Where utilized pro-
perly and in conjunction with other procedures, it is possi-
ble to locate such structural within a tolerance of one
quarter inch or less. This procedure has proven itself so
effective on the APL contract that on future contracts, bat-
tens will be developed at all erection joints. Fig. No. 3-7
shows a backside marker. This piece of equipment permits
the accurate transferal of center punch marks from the lay-
out side of plating to the opposite side. Such accuracy is
required if these lines are to be used in the erection of
the ship.
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IV. DISTORTIONS OF UNITS

For the simplicity of discussion, we analyzed the unit in the
form of a simple beam (see Fig. 4-1 and 4- 2). Using a standard
W36 x 194 beam, we derived the following comparison:
tortion from welding can be compared to simple beam action when
the beam is loaded with a uniformly distributed load.

From the AISC Handbook on simple beams with uniformly distri-
buted loads:

= maximum deflection in the vertical direction

w = load in kips/inch

1 = length of the beam in inches

E = modulus of elasticity (30 x 106 PSI)

I = moment of inertia in inches to the fourth.

If w= .5 k/in and 1 = 480” and I = 12,100 in4 for a standard
W36 x 194 shape, then:

5(.5k/in) (1000 lb/k) (480 in)4

max =
(384)(30 x 106 lb/in2) (12,100 in4)

A max = 0.9521 in = 15/16”

We can easily measure the horizontal deflection, but the verti-
cal deflection is more difficult to determine and is very
important. To determine the vertical deflection that would
occur as a result  of the horizontal deflection, we need to
derive some more formulas.

be described by the following formula:
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Where: H = horizontal movement of the shell

P = the force in the shell

A = cross sectional area of the plate

1 = length (varies with the size and amount of tack
welds )

E = modulus of elasticity.

Since stress “ 6 “ = P/A

then EQ.I becomes

but 6
Mc=
T

Where: M = moment

c = distance to the neutral axis

To obtain the vertical def ection “ “ in terms of the
horizontal deflection “ H, “ multiply both sides of the
following equation:
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To prove
the

When:

this equation we substituted the values

w = .5k/in

c = 17.61 in (steel handbook)

1 = 480"

E = 30 x 106 PSI

I = 12,100 in4

(.5k/in) (1000 lb/k) (480 in)3(17 .61 in)

8(30 x 106 lb/in2) (12,100 in4)

0.3353 inches

This compares with our earlier results of 15/16”
tion for max.

we used in

in the equa-
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